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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis we study the existence and stability of positive equilibrium of a 

general model for the dynamics of several interacting, age-structured population. 

We begin with the formulation and proof of a global existence theorem for the 

initial value problem. The proof of this theorem is used to develop an algorithm 

and a FORTRAN code for the numerical solution of initial value problems for the 

single species case. This computer program is used to study prototype models for 

the dynamics of a population whose fertility and mortality rates exhibit an "Allee 

effect". This is done from a bifurcation theoretic point of view, using the inherent 

net reproductive rate as a bifurcating parameter. An unstable "left" bifurcation is 

found. Multi-equilibria and various kinds of oscillations are studied as a function 

of r, the fertility window, and the nature of the density dependence. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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The most fundamental law of population growth is that biological populations, if 

unrestrained, have the potential to grow exponentially. This so-called Malthusian 

law can be modeled by the linear equation 

P{t) = oP{t) (1.1) 

where P(t) is the total population at time t and 0 is a positive constant called the 

growth modulus. This model is clearly inapplicable over large time intervals since its 

solution is increasing exponentially in time. In order to account for non-exponential 

growth and the saturation of population densities over large time intervals Verhulst 

assumed that 0 depends on P in such a way that 0 decreases as P increases 

(Verhulst, 1945). Specifically Verhulst assumed that 0 = a - bP, a > 0 and b > 0, 

in which equation (1.1) becomes the famous "logistic" equation 

P{t) = (a - bP)P (1.2) 

It is well known (and easy to show) that all positive solutions of this equation tend 

to % as t approaches infinity. 

Equations such as (1.1) and (1.2) attempt to describe the dynamics of total pop

ulation size and do not attempt to incorporate the differences between individual 

organisms. They in effect treat all individuals as identical. In most biological pop

ulations however, there can be significant physiological and behavioral differences 

between individuals and these differences can play an important role in determin

ing population level dynamics. It has become widely recognized that an adequate 
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understanding of the population level dynamics of most populations must take 

into account crucial physiological differences between individuals (e.g. see Metz 

and Dickmann, 1986), Weiner and Gilliam, 1984). One widely recognized impor

tant physiological variable that effects vital rates involved in population growth is 

chronological age. 

In order to have a dynamical model for age-structured population growth, McK-

endrick (1915), Lotka (1925) and Von Foester (1959) introduced a model in which 

the total population is given by P(t) = 1000 p(a, t)da where the population density 

p(a,t) yields the population at time t in the age interval (a,a + da). Assuming 

that entrance to this population is by birth only and removal is by death only, the 

equations governing the dynamics of pare 

and 

where 

Dp(a, t) + A(a)p(a, t) = ° 
p(O, t) = 100 

f3( a)p( a, t)da 

p(a,O) = cp(a) 

P(t) = 10
00 

p(a, t)da 

D ( t) - I' p(a+ h,t + h) - p(a,t) 
p a, - 1m h ' 

h-->O 

(1.3a) 

(1.3b) 

(1.3c) 

(1.3d) 

cp(a) the initial total population density, f3(a) and A(a) are the birth and death 

moduli respectively, and Dp( a, t) = Pa + Pt when p( a, t) is differentiable. These 

equations are linear. Their dynamics are in general exponential and they suffer the 

same deficiency as (1.1) with regard to large time dynamics. 
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In a seminal paper, Gurtin and MacCamy (1974) considered the equation (1.3) 

when {3 and A depend on P, as well as a: 

Dp(a,t) + A(a, P)p(a, t) = 0 

p(O,t) = 10
00 

{3(a,P)p(a,t)da 

p(a,O) = cp(a) 

(1.4a) 

(l.4b) 

(l.4c) 

Since it is of some importance to our work here we point out some of the essential 

mathematical methodology used in their approach. Gurtin and MacCamy trans

formed system (1.4) to a system of two integral equations for the total population 

and the birth rate of the following form: 

P(t) = it K(t - a, tj P)B(a)da + 10
00 

L(a, tj P)cp(a)da (1.5a) 

B(t) = fat {3(t - a, P(t))K(t - a, tj P)B(a)da + faoo {3(t + a, P(t))L(a, tj P)cp(a)da 

(1.5b) 

where 

K( t· P) - - f_ ).(a+r-t,P(r»dr 
0:" - eta (1.5c) 

and 

L{ t · P) - - f ).(r+a,P(r»dr 
0:" - e 0 (1.5d) 

where 

° :5 0: :5 t. 

This is done by integrating along the characteristics of the hyperbolic partial dif

ferential equation (1.4a). Utilizing these equations Gurtin and MacCamy proved 

the existence of a unique local solution to the initial value problem (1.4). Under 

-------.-- - - . -
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suitable conditions they extended the domain of definition of the local solution to 

obtain a globally defined solution by means of a stepwise extension method. Using 

a different approach Marcus (1983) also proved a global existence result for gen

eral systems of equations of the form (1.4) with more general nonlinearities which 

constitute models for the dynamics of interacting age-structured species. 

In Chapter 2 we will also consider systems for multi-species interactions between 

age-structured species. This allows our results to be applied, for example, to models 

of such interactions as those occurring between predators and prey or between 

competing species. Using Gurtin and MacCamy's approach we will do this by 

considering coupled systems of integral equations of the form (1.5) but, for added 

generality, in which density dependence of birth and death rates is on weighted 

population densities. The formulation of such systems is essentially the same as 

that used by Gurtin and MacCamy, except that, in place of total population sizes, 

we use weighted population sizes 

W,(t) = 100 

w,(a)p,(a, t)da, i = 1, ... , m (1.6a) 

The reason behind this is that age categories within a species may vary in impor

tance with regard to intraspecific density effects or interspecies density effects such 

as predation or competition with other species. Thus the equations 

(1.6b) 

(1.6c) 

(1.6d) 
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are transformed to the system of integral equations 

Bj(t) = lot {3j(t - a, W(t))Kj(t - a, tj W)Bj(a)da 

+ 10
00 

{3j(t + a, W(t))Lj(a, tj W)<pj (a) da (1.7b) 

where 

K ( t W-<) - f '\j(a+T-t,W(T))dT 
j a, ; = e t-a (1.7c) 

and 

L .( t· W-f) - - f '\j(T+a,W(T»dT 
J a" - e 0 (1. 7d) 

where 

o ~ 0: ~ t. 

We will prove under certain conditions on >. and (3 the existence and uniqueness 

of a globally defined solution of the system (1.7). Unlike the proofs of Gurtin and 

MacCamy or Marcus, which use extension methods after first obtaining a locally 

defined solution, our proof will obtain a global solution by a fixed point method on 

a Banach space of globally defined functions. This is done by means of a crucially 

defined norm on the Banach space. The advantage of this approach for us is that the 

proof shows the uniform convergence of Picard iterates over the global interval, a 

fact which is the underlying basis for the numerical algorithm developed in Chapter 

3. The algorithm in Chapter 3 depends on computing solutions W(t) and B(t) of 

the system (1.7) by using Simpson-type methods for the integral equation and a 

certain modified multilag method for the Volterra integral equation (1. 7b). The 
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numerical scheme developed in Chapter 3 seems to be the first of its type in that 

it relies on recently developed numerical algorithms for the numerical solutions 

of Volterra integral equations. This is in contrast to the more traditional finite 

difference schemes for the hyperbolic partial differential equation (1.6c) used in the 

few published methods for these age-structured models (see Ortega and Kannan 

(1989) and their cited references). 

Finally, in Chapter 4 the numerical code developed and tested in Chapter 3 is 

applied to a specific biological problem. This problem concerns the dynamics of an 

age-structured population where vital rates exhibit a so-called "Allee effect". The 

dynamics of this model, for which little is known analytically, are studied by means 

of extensive numerical simulations. 

------ .-.. --- .. ' 
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CHAPTER 2 

A GLOBEL EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM 

In this chapter, we shall be concerned with equations of the form 

(2.1a) 

Dp(a, t) + -X(a, W(t))p(a, t) = 0 (2.1b) 

p(O, t) = loo ,B(a, W(t))p(a, t)da (2.1c) 

p(a,O) = !p(a) (2.1d) 

where a > 0, t > O. These constitute a generalization of the model equations for the 

dynamics of a single age structured population considered by Curtin and MacCamy 

(1974) in that fertility and death rates are here allowed to depend upon an arbitrary 

number of weighted total population sizes W. As a further generalization we shall, 

in fact, consider coupled systems of equations of the form (2.1) as a model for several 

interacting age structured species. Specifically, 

(2.2a) 

------------------ ----
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(2.2b) 

Pi(a,O) = cpi(a) (2.2c) 

where a ~ 0, t ~ ° i = 1, ... ,n. 

In (2.2a) and (2.2b), 

( 

Wl(t) ) (Pda,t)) .... W2(t) 00 n P2(a,t) 
Wet) = : = 10 ~(w,;(a» : da 

Wm(t) Pn(a,t) 

(2.3) 

where each Wi(t) is a weighted functional of the form 

(2.4) 

for some weight functions Wij' 

The approach we will take is modeled after that of Gurtin-MacCamy (1974). It 

is based on the contraction principle applied to an equivalent system of coupled 

integral equations, one for the total weighted population Wi(t) and the other for 

the total birth rate Bi(t) = Pi(t,O), of the form 



and 

where 

and 

t 100 

Wij(t + a)Lj(a, tj W}pj(a)da 
j=1 0 

i= 1,2, ... ,m 

Bi(t) = it fh(t - a, W(t))Ki(t - a, tj W)Bi(a)da+ 

100 

f3i(t + a, W(t))Li(a,ti W)cpi(a)da 

i = 1,2, ... ,n 

K ( t w .... ) -J.t ).i(o:+r-t,W(r»dr 
i a, j = e t-a 

o :s; a :s; t. 

20 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

(2.5d) 

Our goal in this chapter is to prove, under conditions on the birth and death 

rates f3i and Ai specified below, the existence of a unique and global solution for the 

above system using the "Banach Fixed Point Theorem." 

By a global solution to the system (2.5) we mean non-negative and continuous 

functions Bj(t) and Wi(t) for all t 2': O,j = 1,2, ... ,n and i = 1,2, ... ,m. 

The method used to derive the above system (2.5) from (2.1) depends on the 

fundamental idea of characteristics for hyperbolic equations. We will give a brief 

description of this approach as applied to (2.5). Let (ao, to) belong to the domain 

of p(a, t). If time increases h units, the age of each individual will also increase h 

units then we can introduce a new one-variable density function p(h) defined by 
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p(h) = p(ao + h,to + h) (2.6) 

By plugging equation (2.6) into (2.2a), we get a solution density fi(h) for all values 

of h along the characteristic through (ao, to) in terms of the value fi at h = 0, i.e. 

(2.7) 

where 

X(1]) = >.(ao + 1], W(to + 1])) 

so if, in (2.5), we take the point (ao,to) = (a - t,O),h = t and use (2.2a), we get 

a density solution for all a ~ t. On the other hand, if we let (ao, to) = (0, t - a) 

and h = a we get a density solution for all t > a. Finally, if we substitute these 

two expressions into (2.4) and (2.2b), we arrive to the system of coupled integral 

equations (2.5) which are the basis of our analysis in this chapter. 

To proceed with our discussion, we shall need some notation, assumptions and 

definitions. 

Notation: Let Rm be m-dimensional Euclidean space and WI? = [0,00) X ... X 

[0,00). Let R+ = Rt. The norm on Rm will be /I W /1= E~lIWil. 

For any 



wp 

w~ 
--"0 w = E Wi? 

WO 
m 

we denote 

[0, WDj = [0, Wpj x [0, W~j x ... x [0, W~j. 

For continuous functions W E C([O,Tj,Rm ) define II W IIT= max II WeT) II· 
TE[O,TJ 
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Assumptions: To be biologically meaningful, it is clear that the birth and death 

rates f3i, Ai as well as the initial distribution CPi must be non-negative. Assume 

AI) f3i = f3i(a, W) is locally integrable in a, and there exists ex? > ° such that 

Ai = Ai (a, W) is continuous in a. 

A2) The birth and death rates f3i(t, W) and Ai(t, W) are locally Lipschitz in W, i.e. 

VliV O E WI!, there exist reals f3?, 'Y? E R+ such that 

and 
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.... ....0· 
V( a, W) E R+ X [0, W 1 and t = 1,2, ... , n. 

A3) The weight functions Wij E Ll(R+,R+) are bounded, i.e. there exist wp E R 

such that 

IWij(a) I ::; w? Va E [0,00) and for all i = 1,2, ... ,n and j = 1,2, ... ,m. 

Note: If we let", = max{o:?,w?} and 0 = max{.B?,')'P}, Then AI) - A3) imply 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

and 

(2.8d) 

.... ....0 
for all (a,W) E R+ x [O,W 1 and all i = 1,2, ... ,n and j = 1,2, ... ,m. 

Definitions: We shall need the following definitions to be used later in the proofs 

of the theorems and lemmas. 

Definition 1: For any 'YJ > ° and for any T > 0, we define the 'YJ-norm as follows: 
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II W 11'7= max {e-'7t max [II W(r) IIj} . 
tE[O,T) TE/O,t) 

Definition 2. Let B'7 (T) denote the product space 

B'7(T) = C([O,Tj,R) X ••• X C([O,Tj,R) 

which is a Banach space under the norm II W II F/' 

Definition 3. For a vector WO E Rm, let 

It is clear from the last two definitions that DF/(T, WO) is a closed subset of BF/(T). 

Notice that the Volterra integral equations (2.5b) have, for a given W E BF/(T), 

unique continuous solutions for ° $ t $ T, where T is arbitrary but fixed (Miller 

(1971), Theorem 1.1). We denote the solution operator 8: BF/(T) -l- BF/(T) by 

where 

Si(W)(t) = lot f3i(t - a, W(t»J(i(t - a,t; W)Si(W)(a)da 

+ 10
00 

f3(t + a, W(t»Li(a, tj W)cpi(a)da (2.9a) 

i = 1, ... , n. 
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We will formulate the equations (2.5) as a fixed point problem. In order to do 

this we define the operator G : BI1 (T) ~ BI1 (T) by 

G,(W)(t) ~ t. [10' w,;(t - a)K;(t - a,t;W)S;(W)(a)da+ 

10
00 

Wi;(t + a)L;(a,t;W)cp;(a)da] . 

(2.9b) 

If W E BI1 (T) satisfies Gi(W) = W for all i then W(t) and ii(t) = S(W)(t) solve 

(2.5) on [0, T]. It will be shown in Theorem 2.1 that under certain conditions that 

is a contraction. Before proving this theorem we need some lemmas. 

Lemma 2.1. The norms II . liT and II . 1111 are equivalent. 

Proof: 

Also, 

II W 1111 = max] {e- l1t max II W(r) II} 
tEtO,T TE[O,t] 

~ e- I1T max max "W(r) II 
tE[O,T] TE[O,t] 

(2.lOa) 



II W 11'7 = max {e-'7 t max II W(r) II} 
tE[O,T) TE[O,t) 

< max max II W(r) II 
- tE[O,T) TE[O,t) 

=IIWIIT 

From (2.lOa) and (2.10b), we get 
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(2.lOb) 

Lemma 2.2: Assume A4 and (2.8a) hold. Let T > 0 and r] > 0 be arbitrary but 

fixed. The solution operators of the Volterra integral equation (2.9a) has bounded 

range. 

Proof: To prove this lemma, we use the facts that the exponential kernels K( a, tj W) 

and L(a, tj W) given by (2.5c) and (2.5d) are bounded above by 1 because the death 

rates Ai(t, W) arc non··negative. Hence if we take the absolute value of both sides 

of equation (2.9a) we get 
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by (2.8a). Using (A4) we obtain 

By Gronwall's inequality 

(2.11a) 

and hence, if we let 

(2.l1b) 

----_ ... - .-"-' 
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n 

(3"(T) ~ L{3i(T), 
i=l 

we get 

(2.11c) 

From the norm equivalence proved in lemma 1, this yields II S (W) 1/ 1]::; (3+ (T) 

• 
Lemma 2.3: Assume Al - A4 hold. For any arbitrary, but fixed T > 0, any fixed 

vector WO ERn, for all t E [O,Tj, and for all W, V E DI](T, W°), we have 

1/ S(W)(t) - SCV)(t) II::; C 1/ W(r) - 17(r) I/t 

for some constant C = C(T). 

Proof: We construct the proof by finding an upper bound to the quantity 

and then adding over the index i. By (2.9a) 
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We shall add and subtract the quantity 

to the right hand side of the last equation. This implies 

Si(W)(t) - Si(V)(t) = 

1t {Ji(t - a,W(t))Ki(t - a,t;W)Si(W)(a)da 

+ 100 

{Ji(t + a, W(t))Li(a, tj W)<pi(a)da 
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- lot fJi(t - a, V(t))Ki(t - a, tj V)Si(V)(a)da 

- 10
00 

fJi(t + a, V (t))Li(a, tj V)cpi(a)da 

+ lot fJi(t - a, W(t))Ki(t - a, tj W)Si(V)(a)da 

+ 10
00 

fJi(t + a, W(t))Ki(a, tj V)cpi(a)da 

+ 10
00 

fJi(t + a, W(t))Li( a, tj V)cpi(a)da 

- lot fJi(t - a, W(t))Ki(t - a, tj W)Si(V)(a)da 

- lot fJi(t -- a, W(t))I(i(t - a, tj V) Si(V)(a)da 

(2.12) 

By collecting common terms, factoring and taking the absolute value of both sides, 

we find from (2.12) that 

ISi(W)(t) - Si(V)(t) 1 :5 

lot [lfJi(t - a, W(t))I'IKi(t - a,tj W)I'ISi(W)(a) - Si(V)(a) I] da 

+ lot [lfJi(t - a, W(t)) I· ISi(V)(a)I'IKi(t - a, tj W) - Ki(t - a, tj V)I] da 

+ lot [IKi(t - a,tj V)I·ISi(V)(a)I·lfJi(t - a, W(t)) - fJi(t - a, V(t))l] da 

+ 10
00 

[lcpi(a)llfJi(t + a, W(t))I·ILi(a, tj W) - Li(a, tj V) I] da 

+ 10
00 

[lcpi(a)I'ILi(a,tj V)I·lfJi(t + a, W(t)) - fJi(t + a, V(t)l] da. 
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Let us consider each integral of the right hand side of the above inequality indi

vidually. First, 

lot IPi(t - a,W(t))IIKi(t - a,tjW)I'ISi(W)(a) - SiCV)(a)) Ida 

:5 I\, lot ISi(W)(a) - SiCV)(a) Ida (2.13a) 

by (2.8a) and the fact that IKi{t - a, tj W)I :5 1. Next, 

by (2.8a) and (2.11c). But 

I. t - I.t -
I - }.,(t-a+r,W(r»dt - .\,(t-a+r,V(r»dt

l 
e t-a - e t-a 

which is a direct application of the Mean Value Theorem. Then by (2.8c), 

This implies 
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fot l,8i(t - a, W(t))IISi(W)(a)IIKi(t - a, tj W) - Ki(t - a, tj V) Ida 

~ 1\,,8+ (T) . T· O· T II W(1') - V(1') IIt= I\,OT2 ,8+ (T) II W(1') - V(1') lit (2.13b) 

In a similar way, one can find an upper bound for the third integral to be: 

fot IKi(t - a,tj VI·ISi(V)(t)I·I.Bi(t - a, W(t)) - ,8i(t - a, V(t)) Ida 

~ ,8+(T) . TO II W(t) - V(t) II~ ,8+ (T)TO II W(1') - V(1') lit (2.13c) 

by (2.11b) and (2.8b). 

Also, for the fourth integral, 

foOO IIPi(a)lI,8i(t + a, W(t)I'ILi(a, tj W) - Li(a, Lj V) Ida 

~ l\,~dLi(a, tj W) - Li(a, tj V)/. 

by A4 and (2.8a). But 

ILi( a, tj W) - Li(a, tj V) I ~ lot I-'i( l' + a, W( 1')) - -'i(1' + a~ V (1') Idt 

~ TO " W(1') - V(1') lit '. 

by the Mean Value Theorem and (2.8c). This implies: 
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100 

Icpi{a) I/,Bi{t + a, w(t) I/Li{a, tj W) - Li{a, tj V) Ida 

~ TI\,OiJ?i " W{r) - V{r) lit. (2.13d) 

Finally, its easy to see that 

i
OO 

Icpi(a) I/Li(a, tj V) I ·1,Bi(t + a, W(t)) - ,Bi(t + a, V (t)) Ida 

~ iJ?iO /I W(r) - V{r) /It. (2.13e) 

Combining these facts, we arrive to the following conclusion: 

ISi(W)(t) - SiCV)(t) I ~ I\, lot ISi(W)(a) - Si(V)(a) Ida 

+ {I\,OT2,B+(T) + I\,T,B+{T) + I\,OTiJ?i + OiJ?d " W(r) - V(r) /It . 

Let Ci(T) = {I\,OT2,B+(T) + I\,T,B+(T) + I\,OTiJ?i + OiJ?i}. Then 

ISi(W)(t) - Si(V)(t) I ~ I\, it ISi(W)(a) - Si(V)(a) Ida 

+ Ci{T) " W{r) - V(r) lit. (2.14a) 

By applying Gronwall's inequality to (2.14a) we get 

---- ----- ---

ISi(W)(t) - Si(V)(t) I ~ eICtCi(T) /I W(r) - V(r) /It 

~ C(T) /I W(r) - V{r) /It 
(2.14b) 



II S(W)(t) - SCV)(t) II::; C(T) II W(r) - V(r) lit 

n 
where C(T) = L Ci(T)eI<:T. This completes the proof of lemma 2.3. 

i=l 
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(2.14c) 

Lemma 2.4: Given T > 0 and tjJ = COI(CPll'" ,CPn) satisfying (A4) then there 

exists WP(T,tjJ) E R+ such that 

Vt E [0, TI, all 1] E R, and all W E B,,(T). 

Proof. By taking the absolute value of both sides of the operator Gi(W) (t) defined 

by (2.9b), we get 

n 

::; L {K:~ieI<:TT + K:<I>i} 
i=l 

by using (2.8d), (2.l1a) and (A4). Hence if we define 

n 

WP(T,tjJ) ~ LK:~i(e/CTT -/- 1) (2.15) 
i=l 
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the proof is complete. 

This lemma shows that the operator Gi takes the entire Banach space B,., (T) into 

a subset of B,.,(T)j namely, D,.,(T, WO) for W O = : defined in (2.15). 
( 

WP(T,sO)) 

W~(T,sO) 
From this we immediately get 

Corollary 2.1. Given 1], T and sO there exists WO(T, sO) such that 

Now we have reached a point where we can prove the main theorem in this chapter 

upon which our future work depends on. 

Theorem 2.1: Assume AI, A2, and A3 hold. Let T E R+ and sO = col{ <PI,· .. , <Pn) 

satisfying (A4) be given. There exists a WO = WO{T,sO) such that the operator 

• -fo -fo ( 
Gl) d

m 

: D,.,(T,W ) -. D,.,(T,W ) 

is a contraction for sufficiently large 1] and hence has a unique fixed point in 

D,.,(T, WO). 

Proof: The procedure used to prove this theorem is similar to the one used to 

prove lemma 2.3. Let t E [O,T] and Wand iT belong to D,.,(T, WO). Then 



Let us add the term 

n [00 
+ L}(J Wij(t + a)Lj(a,tj W)~j(a)da 

j=1 0 

n [t 
- I:}(J Wij(t - a)Kj(t - a,tjV)Sj(V)(a)da 

j=1 0 

n [00 
- L}(J Wij(t + a)Lj(a, tj V)~j(a)da. 

j=1 0 

n [t 
L}o Wij(t - a)Kj(t - a,t;V)Sj(W)(a)da 
j=1 0 

to both sides of the previous equation. This implies, 

Gi(W)(t) - Gi(V)(t) = tit Wij(t - a)Sj(W)(a) 
j=1 0 

. [Kj(t - a, tj W) - Kj(t - a, tj V)Jda 
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+ tit Wij(t - a)Kj(t - a,t; V) . [Sj(W)(a) - Sj(V)(a)Jda 
j=1 0 

+ t 100 

Wij(t + a)~j(a) . [Lj(a, tj W) - Lj(a, tj V)Jda. 
j=1 0 

(2.16) 

Taking absolute values yields 
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n t 

:5 L jlWij(t - a). Sj(W)(a)IIKj(t - a,tjW) - Kj(t - a,t;V)lda 
j=1 0 

+ tit IWij(t - a) . Kj(t - a,tjW)IISj(W)(a) - Sj(V)(a) Ida 
;=1 0 

(2.17) 

n jt 
:5 L IWij(t-a) II Sj(W)(a) II Kj(t-a,tjW) -Kj(t-a,tjV)lda 

j=1 0 

+ tit IWij(t - a) II Kj(t - a,tjW) II Sj(W)(a) - Sj(V)(a) Ida 
;=1 0 

n [')Q 
+ I: In IWij(t + a) II <pj(a) II Lj(a, tj W) - L;(a, tj V)lda. 

j=1 0 

Now we shall find an upper bound of each term of the above inequality (2.17). 

First, from (2.8d) and (2.11b) and the Mean Value Theorem 

lot IWi; (t - a) II Sj(W)(a) II Kj(t - a, tj W) - Kj(t - a, t; V)lda 

:5 1\.(3} (T) fat IKj(t - a, tj W) - Kj(t - a, tj V) Ida 

:5 1\.(3;(T) lot I it (Aj(r - a, W(r)) - A;(r - a, V (r)))dtl 
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~ I\,fJ3~(T)TO ft max II W(r) - V(r) II da 10 rEIO,a) 

= I\,OTfJ,!(T) lot II W(r) - V(r) lIa da (2.18a) 

by (2.8c). 

Secondly, 

lot IWi;(t - a) II K;(t - a,tjW) II S;(W)(a) - S;(V)(a) Ida 

~ I\, lot ISj(W)(a) - S; (V)(a) Ida 

by (2.8d) and the fact that IKj(t - a,tjW)1 ~ 1. But by (2.14b) 

which implies 

lot IWi;(t - a) II K;(t - a, tj W) II S;(W)(a) - S;(V)(a) Ida 

~ I\,C;(T) ft max II W(r) - V(r) II da (2.18b) 10 rEIO,a) 

= I\,Cj(T) lt II W(r) - V(r) lIa . 

Finally, by (2.8d) and the Mean Value Theorem 



10
00 

IWij(t + a) IIcpj (a) IILj( a, tj W) - Lj (a, tj V) Ida 

~ I\, 100 

[Icpj (a) II lot (Aj(a + 1', W(1')) - Aj(a + 1', V(1')))d1' l] da 

which, by (2.8c), is in turn less than 

1\,.010
00 

[Icpj(a) I (lot" W{1') - V{1') " d1') ] da 

= 1\,0 10
00 

Icpj(a)lda (lot" W(1') - V(1') " d1') 

= 1\,0<bi lot " W(1') - V(1') " d1' 

~ I\,O<bi r max "W{1') - (1') " da Jo TE[O,aj 

= I\,Oi}i lot " W(r) - V(r) lIa da. 
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(2.18c) 

Combining the inequalities (2.18a), (2.18b) and (2.18c) and substituting them 

into (2.17) we get 

IGi(W)(t) - Gi(V)(t) I ~ t. [{ K.o{3j{T)T + "C;{T) + ''~ip;} fo' II W{r) - (r) II. daj 

or 
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n 
where ai(T) = L:: {",Oj3i(T)T + ",C(T) + ",O<Pi}. Then adding the inequality 

i=l 
(2.19) over the index i, we get 

or 

II G(W)(t) - GCV)(t) II~ a(T) lot II W(r) - V(r) Iia da (2.20) 

m 
where a(T) = L ai(T) 

i=l 

Let us now take the maximum of both sides of (2.20) over the interval [0, t]: 

max II G(W)(8) - G(V)(8) II ~ a(T) max r II W(r) - V(r) lIa da 
BElO,t] BElO,t] 1o 

~ a(T) rt max II W(r) - V(r) II da. 10 TEIO,a] 

(2.21) 

Let 1] E R+. Multiply the left hand side of (2.21) bye-fit. eflt and multiply the 
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integrand of the right hand side of the inequality (2.21) by e-F/a • eF/a. This yields 

and hence 

If we take the maximum of both sides of (2.22) over the interval [0, Tj, we get 

(2.23) 

because the right hand side of (2.22) is a constant. 

In order for (2.23) to give us a contraction, 1] must be larger than a:(T). But 1] is 

arbitrary and T is fixed, so we can choose 1] such that a:(T) < 1]. 

Then the operator G is a contraction on DF/(T, W» and by the Banach Fixed 

Point Theorem there is exactly one fixed point for the operator G, which completes 

the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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The last thing in this chapter is to show that the global solution of (2.5 a-d) is 

non-negative given a non-negative initial function IPi(a) ~ O. 

Equation (2.5b) is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind of the form 

(2.23a) 

whose solution is given by 

(2.23b) 

where Hi(t, a) is the resolvent kernel (Tricomi (1970), Sec. 1.3) given by the series 

00 

Hi(t,a) = LKi,i+dt,a). 
i=o 

w'here Ki.i+dt, a) = J: Ki(t, Z)Ki.i(z,a)dz,j = 1,2, .... and Ki(t, a) = Ki,l(t,a). 

So if, in (2.23a), fi(t) ~ 0 and Ki(t, a) ~ 0 then it is obvious that ](i,j(t, a) ~ 0 for 

j = 1,2,3, ... which yields that Hi(t,a) ~ O. Hence the solution Bi(t) of equation 

(2.23a) given by the formula (2.23b) is non-negative. This implies that the solution 

Wi(t) of equation (2.5a) is non-negative. 

This fact together with Theorem 2.1 establishes the following result. 

Theorem 2.2. Under assumptions Al - A4, system (2.5a-d) has a unique solution 

globally defined on [0,00) and this solution is non-negative for all t. 

We note that by the proof of Theorem 2.1 the Picard iterates of the operator 

G(W) converge uniformly on any compact interval [0, TJ. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE NUMERICAL CODE 

3.1: A Description of the Algorithm: In this chapter we shall study a method 

which can be used to numerically approximate the solutions W(t) and B(t) of 

equations (2.5) when n = m = 1. 

Although the methods used can be applied straightforwardly to the general system 

(2.3), we shall restrict our attention in this thesis to the case of a single species 

(n = 1) whose vital fertility and density rates depend upon a single weighted total 

population of size (m = 1). 

The numerical algorithm is based upon a calculation of the Picard iterates in 

the proof of Theorem 2.1. At each iteration, two numerical approximations must 

be performed, one for the solution B(t) of a linear volterra integral equation and 

another for the calculation of the weighted population size W(t). The system to be 

integrated is 

W(t) = lt w(t - a)K(t - a, tj W)B(a)da + 100 

w(t + a)L(a, tj W)cp(a)da (3.1a) 

B(t) = Iotp
(t-a,w)K(t-a,t jw)B(a)da+ 10

00 

p(t+a,W)L(a,tjW)cp(a)da 

(3.1b) 

because we restricted ourselves to the case of a single species whose vital fertility 

and death rates depend upon a single weighted population (cf. (2.5)). 

The Picard iteration scheme works as follows. To start the process we substitute 

WOO = 100 

w(a)cp(a)da 
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for W in (3.1b) which then becomes a linear Volterra integral equation for the 

initial iterate BO(t) of the birth rate. WO(t) is then computed by the integration 

of the right hand side of (3.1a) with B = BO and W = Woo. The next pair 

of iterates BI (t), WI (t) is similarly calculated, that is BI is the solution of the 

Volterra integral equation (3.1b) with W = W O and WI is the integral in (3.1a) 

with B = B I , W = Woo This two step procedure is algorithmically performed 

to find subsequent iterate pairs. A full discussion of how the numerical code is 

constructed appears later in this chapter. 

There are two types of numerical integrators necessary for the numerical scheme 

described above, an integrator for the solution B(t) of the linear integral equation 

(3.1b) and a numerical integrator for the integrals in (3.1a). We will first describe 

the integral equation integrator and prove a lemma concerning certain weights in 

the algorithm. This will be followed by a description of the integrator for W(t). 

A discussion of some convergence properties of the code and of its performance on 

some test problems is then given. 

As will be seen it will be necessary, due to the nature of Volterra integral equa

tions, to devise a method of dividing the time interval into subintervals and recal

culating the initial total population denisty ~(a). This works as follows. Suppose 

we want a numerical approximation of the solutions of (3.1) over the time inter

val [0, r]. Instead of integrating from t = 0 to t = r, we integrate from t = 0 to 

t = r In = T, where n is a selected number of intervals and calculate the density 

p(a,T) at t = T, which is then used as the initial density ~(a) for an initial value 

problem posed at t = T. This new problem is integrated from t = T to t = 2T and 

the process is repeated until t = r is reached. The reason we used this method was 
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because numerical convergence difficulties were some times encountered over large 

intervals [0, rJ. While this method allowed us to integrate over "large" intervals 

[0, rJ, it introduces some further source of error in the repeated recalculation of tp 

(which entails some interpolations). 

3.2: The Volterra Integral Equation Integrator 

The "modified multilag" method we used to integrate the Volterra integral equa

tion (3.1b) has been studied by Van Der Houwen and Riele (1982). In this section, 

we shall describe the method as it applies to the following general Volterra integral 

equation of the second kind: 

y(t) = g(t) + (t K(t, r, y(r))dr, tEl ~ [to, TJ 
lto 

(3.2a) 

The idea of the modified multilag method is to associate with (3.2a) what is called 

the lag term: 

Y(t,s) = g(t) + r K(t,r,y(r))dr (3.2b) 
lto 

for (t,s) in the triangular region S = {to ~ s ~ t ~ T}. It is clear that Y(t,t) = 

y(t). For n = 0,1,2, ... ,N, let 

tn = to + nh (3.3) 

where h = T-;/Q. Let us also denote the numerical approximation of y(tn ) and 

Y(t, tn) by Yn and Yn(t) respectively. For n ~ 0, let 

Eventually Yn(t) will be computed by the quadrature formula 
n 

Yn(t) = y(t) + h L w(n,j)Kj(t) (3.4) 
;=0 
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for large n, where w(n,j)'s are weights to be prescribed later. Hence the general 

modified multilag method for (3.2a) consists of equation (3.4) and the following 

linear multistep formula 

k k k k k 

L aiYn-i + L L PijYn-i(tn+j) = h L L 'YijJ(n-i(tn+j) (3.5) 
i=O i=O j=-k i=Oj=-k 

where n = k, k + 1, ... , N. k, the order of the linear multistep method, is fixed and 

the parameters ai, Pij and 'Yij are to be prescribed. Let us characterize (3.5) by the 

matrices 

where i is the row index, i = 0,1, ... , k and j is the column index, j = -k, -k + 
I, ... ,-I,O,I, ... ,k -I,k. 

Definition 3.1: Let U and V be two n X m matrices 

e" 
U12 Ulm) U21 U22 U2m 

U= 

Uni Un 2 Unm 

and 

( ~~~ ~~: ~~: ) V= 

V~I Vn2 Vnm 

then we define the operation ® on U and V as follows: 

n m 

U®V £ LLUijVij 

i=I j=1 

• 
Hence by definition 3.1, (3.5) reduces to 

A®il+B®Y = h(C®J() (3.6) 
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where 

A=(J] ,fj = (Y~:~l ) 
Yn-k 

c·-· (3o,o PO •• ) 
{31,-k {31,O {31,k 

B= 

fh,-k {3k,o {3k,k 

( Yn(tn-.) Yn(t n) Yn(tnH) ) 
_ Yn-dtn-k) Yn-l (t n) Yn-l~tn+k) 
Y= . 

Yn-k(tn-k) Yn-k(t n) Yn-k(tn+k) 

c·-· 'Yo,o 
~O") 'YI,-k 'YI,O 'YI,k 

c= . 

'Yk,-k 'Yk,O 'Yk,k 

and 

J(n(tn+k) ) 
J(n-l ~tn+k) 

J(n-k(tn+k) 

where the parameters Ci.i,{3ii and 'Yif, i = 0,1, ... , k and j = -k, -k+l, ... , 0, ... , k-

1, k are to be prescribed from a linear multistep method for an ordinary differential 

equation and the quantities Yk, Yk+l, .. " YN can be computed successively given 

that the quantities YII Y2, ... , Yk-l and Yt{t) , ... , Yk-t{t) are assumed to be pre

computed by some methods (Van Der Houwen and Riele (1982)). 

--------- ---------- .. -.-
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There are a variety of special cases which are most commonly used in applications 

including direct quadrature methods, indirect linear multistep methods and multilag 

methods (Van Der Houwen and Riele (1982)). We will use the so-called "modified 

multilag" method in which the matrices A, Band C have the following forms: 

o 

and 

o 10 0 
o 11 0 

o 1k 0 

where the ai's and the 1i'S are the coefficients of a kth order linear multistep method 

for ordinary differential equations. These methods are multistep and explicit and 

have known orders of convergence related to that of the chosen ODE method (Van 

Der Houwen and Riele (1982)). 

We will use the coefficients of the 4-step Adams-Bashforth method 

(
55 59 37 3) 

Yn = Yn-l + h 24 fn-l - 24 fn-2 + 24 fn-3 - -e/n - 4 

to determine the parameters ai's and 1i'S in the above matrices A,B and C. This 

implies that ao = l,al = -1,a2 = a3 = a4 = 0 and 10 = 0,11 = ~~,12 = 
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2~9 ,13 = ~~ and 14 = 83 and hence the above matrices become: 

A=(tJ. B= (! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

!l 
0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

and 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 55 0 0 24 

59 

c= -24 

37 
24 

0 0 3 0 0 -'8 

Hence, in substituting these matrices A, Band C into (3.6), we get 

where, as defined before, 

n-l 

Yn-dtil = g(ti) + h L w(n - l,i)J(i(til, i = n - 1, n (3.7) 
i=o 

Finally we need to specify the weights wen - 1,i) in (3.7). These are recursively 

defined by the formulas (Van Der Houwen and Riele (1982)) 

~ . ( .. ) _ {O if i = 0,1, ... , n - k - 1} 
L- o:,w n - 1.,J - 'f . k 
. 1n-i 1 J = n - , ... , n ,=0 

(3.8a) 

n = k, k + 1, k + 2, ... and 

w(n,i) = 0 for i > max(n, k - 1) (3.8b) 
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where ai and "Ii are again the coefficients of the 4-step Adams-Bashforth method 

used above. From this we find 

ao = 1 "10 = ° 
al = -1 "I - 55 

1 - 24 

a2 = ° "12 = - ~~ (3.9) 

aa = ° "Ia = ~~ 

a4 = ° "I4=-~ 

The formulas (3.8a) and (3.8b) can be used only when n ~ k, where k is the 

degree of the linear multistep method used. It is clear that to find the weights when 

k = 4, we have to know them for k < 4. To do so, we have to use the coefficients of 

the Adams-Bashforth methods of degree less than k. Also 

w(O,o) = ° (3.10) 

is the compatibility condition between (3.2a) and (3.4). For the rest of the weights, 

the following lemma defines them. 

Lemma 3.2: For k = 4, the degree of the Adams-Bashforth method and n ~ 6, 

the weights are 

13 33 
w(n,O) = -, w(n,n - 3) = -

24 24 

4 1 
w(n, 1) = -, w(n,n - 2) =--

3 6 

5 55 
w(n,2) = -, w(n,n -1) = -

8 24 
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w(n,J') =1, for j=3,4, ... ,n-4 

and 

w(n,n) = 0. 

Proof: We will use induction to prove this lemma. Also, we have to prescribe the 

weights for k < 4 in order to find them for k = 4. 

The I-step Adams-Bashforth method implies that 

w(l,O) = 1 and w(l,l) = ° (3.11) 

by using the compatibility condition (3.10) while the 2-step Adams-Bashforth method 

with the help of (3.11), gives us 

1 
w(2,0) = 2' 

3 
w(2,1) = 2 and w(2,2) = ° (3.12) 

Using the weights in (3.12) and the 3-step Adams-Bashforth method implies 

11 
w(3,0) = 12 

1 
w(3,1) = (3 

32 
w(3,2) = 12 

and w(3,3) = ° (3.13) 

The last weights (3.13) will be used to determine the weights w(n,j) for n ~ 4, 

where 4 is the degree of the Adams-Bashforth method used, and j = 0,1,2, .. , , n. 



So, if n = 4, equation (3.8a) reduces to 

w(4,0) - w(3,0) = -~ 

w(4,1) - w(3, 1) = ~~ 

w(4,2) -w(3,2) = -~~ 

w(4,3) - w(3,3) = ~! 

w(4,4) - w(3,4) = ° 
From (3.8b), w(3,4) = 0. This implies w(4,4) = 0. 
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(3.14) 

Also, w(3,3) = ° from (3.13). Hence, using these facts and (3.13) enable us to 

determine w(4,0),w(4,1),w(4,2) and w(4,3) in (3.14) which imply 

and 

13 
w(4,0) =-

24 
41 

w(4,1) = -
24 

13 
w(4 2) =--, 24 

. 55 
w(4,3) = -

24 

Similarly, when n = 5 in (3.8); we found w(5, i), i = 0,1, ... ,5; to be 

13 
w(5,0) = 24 

w(5,1) = ~ 
3 

w(5,2) = 1 

1 
w(5,3) = -'6 

55 
w(5,4) = 24 

and w(5,5) = ° 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Now, we reached a point where we can prove our lemma by induction. First, in 

order to see the emerging pattern we consider the cases n = 6 and 7. 

Let n = 6, then formula (3.8a) reduces to 

~ {o i = 0(1)1 } 
L- aiw(6 - ':,i) = 'J' = 2(1)6 
i=O ~6-J 

Using (3.9), the above equation becomes 

w(6,0) - w(5,0) = ° 
w(6,1) - w(5, 1) = ° 

3 
w(6,2) - w(5,2) = --

8 
37 

w(6,3) - w(5, 3) = 24 

59 
w(6,4) - w(5,4) = --

24 
55 

w(6,5) - w(5,5) = -
24 

w(6,6) - w(5,6) = ° 
By (3.16) and (3.8a), this implies 

13 
w(6,0) = 24 

4 
w(6,1) = 3' 

5 
w(6,2)=S 

33 
w(6,3) = 24 

1 
w(6,4) =-6' 

55 
w(6,5) = 24 

and w(6,6) = ° (3.17) 



For n = 7, formula (3.8a) implies: 

w(7,O) - w(6,O) = ° 
w(7,1) - w(6, 1) = ° 
w(7,2) - w(6, 2) = ° 

3 
w(7,3) - w(6,3) = -S 

37 
w(7,4) - w(6,4) = 24 

59 
w(7,5) - w(6, 5) = - 24 

55 
w(7,6) - w(6,6) = 24 

w(7,7) - w(6, 7) = ° 
Hence, by (3.8a) and (3.17), we get 

13 
w(7,O) = 24 

4 
w(7,1) =-

3 
5 

w(7,2)=S 

w(7,3) = 1. 

33 
w(7,4) =-

24 
1 

w(7,5) = --
6 

55 
w(7,6) = -

24 

and 

w(7,7) = 0. 
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For purposes of induction let us assume that the assertion of lemma (3.2) is true 

for n = m. i.e. 

13 
w(m,O) = 24 

4 
w(m,I) = 3 

5 
w(m,2) = -

8 

w(m,j) =1, j=3,4, ... ,m-4. 

33 
w(m,m-3) =-

24 
1 

w(m,m- 2) =-6 
55 

w(m,m-I) =-
24 

and 

w(m,m) = o. 

(3.18) 

We want to show that this assertion is also true for n = m + 1. From (3.8), (3.9) 

and (3.18) we have: 

w{m + 1,0) - w(m,O) = 0 

w{m + 1,1) - w{m, 1) = 0 

w(m + I,m - 4) - w(m,m - 4) = 0 



and 

This implies 

3 
w(m+l,m-3)-w(m,m-3) =-8 

37 
w(m + I,m - 2) - w(m,m - 2) = 24 

59 
w(m + 1, m - 1) - w(m, m - 1) = - 24 

55 
w(m + I,m) - w(m,m) = 24 

w(m + 1, m + 1) - w(m, m + 1) = 0 

13 
w(m + 1,0) = 24 

4 
w(m+ 1,1) = 3" 

5 
w(m+ 1,2) = 8 

w(m+ 1,3) = 1 

w(m+l,m-4) = 1. 

3 3 33 
w(m+ l,m- 3) = -8 +w(m,m-3) = -8 + 24 = 1 

37 37 1 33 
w(m + I,m - 2) = 24 + w(m,m - 2) = 24 - 6 = 24 

59 59 55 1 
w(m+l,m-l)=-24 +w(m,m-l)=-24 +24 =-6 

55 55 55 
w (m + 1, m) = 24 + w (m, m) = 24 + 0 = 24 

and 

w(m+ I,m + 1) = O. 

which completes the induction and hence the proof of the lemma. 
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• 
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This lemma enables us to save a lot of storage during the implementation of the 

algorithm since instead of a two-dimensional array of size N X N for the weights, 

we just have a one-dimensional array of size N. 

Because this is a 4-step integration method, we need to know the value of B(t) 

at the first 4 points; to, tI, t2 and t3. To find B(t) at ti, i = 0,1,2,3, the i-step 

Adams-Bashforth method is used, after which the 4-step Adams-Bashforth method 

is used to find B(ti) for i ~ 4. 

3.3: The integrator for W(t) 

The equation (3.1a) is a definite integral of the form 

x(t) = f(t) + lot L(a, t)da (3.19) 

for which we will use the well-known ~ - Simpson's rule since it is of the same order of 

convergence as the modified multilag method used for the previous Volterra integral 

equation. We require, however, the value of x(t) at each of the mesh points (3.3) 

and this method requires an odd number of mesh points to, t 1, ... , t n in order to be 

applied. 

A problem arises here: for a fixed step size h = ti+l - ti, the number of points 

to, tl,"" tn alternates between odd and even as i runs from 1 to n-l. To overcome 

this difficulty, when the number of mesh points n is even, the ~ - Simpson's rule will 

be used up to t n -3 after which the ~ - Simpson's rule, which has the same global 

error O(h4), is used for the last four points t n-3,tn-2,tn- 1 and tn. 

To start the method, the trapazoidal rule will be applied for the first two points 

to and tl followed by the ~ -Simpson's rule for the first three points to, tl and t2' 
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Then the ~ - Simpson's rule for the points to,l},t2 and t3. After that, when the 

number of points is more than 4, the procedure, described above, is used. 

3.4: A Description of the Code 

The code calculates, as mentioned previously, B(t) and W(t) up to time 

nT > 0, where the length of each subinterval T and the number of subintervals n 

are prescribed. 

An important feature of models of population growth is that fertility and/or 

mortality rates f3 and>' are density dependent, i.e. are dependent in some way on 

population density. The most common assumption is that these rates are dependent 

on a weighted population size in such a way that fertility decreases (or does not 

increase) and mortality increases (or does not decrease) with population density. 

Thus f3 and>' would be modeled by some decreasing and increasing functions of W 

(usually f3 ~ 0 and >. ~ 00 as W ~ 00). However, as will be discussed in Chapter 

4, in some important cases the reverse occurs, at least at low population densities, 

i.e. the fertility increase and/or the mortality decreases. This referred to as "Allee 

effect" (Allee (1931)). 

In our code f3 and>' are prescribed by subroutines. For user convenience, a multi-

parameter class of density dependent (J and >. are provided. In order to allow for 

the various properties of these dependencies we set 

p(a, W) = { rf3o[al + b1WJ+e- C1 W ,0 ~ II ~ a ~ h < 00 

o ,elsewhere 
(3.20) 

and 

(3.21) 

----------- --- -----
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Here T, aI, bl , CI, a2, b2 , C2 as well as the endpoints II and h of the fertility window, 

are input parameters to be assigned by the user in order to obtain desired nonlin

earities for the density dependent fertility and mortality rates. f30 is a normalization 

factor, computed by the code, that satisfies 

(3.22) 

This normalization gives the input parameter r the biological interpretation of the 

"inherent net reproductive rate" , i.e. the expected number of offspring per individ-

ual per lifetime (Cushing (1988)). 

Note that f3 decreases to 0 for large W if CI > 0, but can be increasing near W = 0 

(if bl > Cl al). f3 is given a compact support interval [/1,/2]. This expresses the 

biologically reasonable fact that only individuals of certain ages are reproductively 

active. Mathematically we will make crucial use of this finite support interval to 

save time on the machine. 

Also, note that A is nondecreasing for large Wand can be decreasing for W small 

·f ~ 1 a2 > 4 • 
C2 

Many models in population dynamics (including most classical models such as 

the famous logistic equation) assume that fertility and mortality, f3 and A, depend 

on total population size W(t) = Jooo p(a,t)da. We have allowed in our theorem and 

in our numerical code for more general age-specific density effects by permitting 

dependence on a weighted population size W(t) = Jooo w(a)p(a, t)da. Thus, a weight 

function w(a) must be prescribed by the user. It is in the form 

(3.23) 
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where WI and W2 are input parameters. 

As discussed in section 3.1 an initial iterate Woo = Jooo w(a)cp(a)da is required 

to initiate the iteration scheme. The code requires a prescription of the initial 

population density cp(a) , which is provided in the form: 

(3.24) 

where Zi ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... ,6, are input parameters. This class of cp's can provide 

initial densities distributions which are monotonic, uni- or bimodal. 

The user must also prescribe the time interval over which W(t) and B(t) are to be 

approximated. This is done by supply a basic integration subinterval of length T > 0 

and a number n of desired subintervals. As described in section 3.1, the algorithm 

integrates over intervals of length T, initializing at each endpoint iT, i = 1, ... , n-l, 

to obtain a finite approximation over the interval [0, nT]. 

Other input parameters are h, f, m and nl. h is the stepsize between two consec-

utive mesh points ti and ti+l' f is the tolerance for stopping the Picard's iteration 

over each subinterval accomplished by making 0', = . max { I B' (j) - B
'
- 1 (j) I , 

1=0, ... ,N 

IW' (j) - W'-l (j) I} less than f, 1 = 1,2, ... , m, where m is the user prescribed 

maximum number of iterations on each subinterval. (Note: B'(j), Wl(j) are the 

approximations to the lth Picard iterates B'(t), W'(t) at the Jth mesh point of the 

current subinterval.) An illustrative flow chart and a table of the input parameters 

appear at the end of this section. 

Finally, the output of the program consists of approximations to B(t) and W(t) 

at every n~t mesh point starting from 0 as well as the number of iterations and 
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the tolerance it took for each subinterval, the charged CPU time, and the input 

parameters. 



( START) 
.).-

Parameters 
See table 3.4.1 

< e i- 1, m )<f-< --... .Il' 
~ 

Picard Iterates 
BfU), WlU) 
;' = O, ... ,N 

1 
) 

T 
Wf~l (j) 

i=O,l, ... ,N 

T 
Reinitialization 

tpi+l(j) = p(N * i,i) 
;' = 0, ... ,N 

Jr <G>.-------J) 
t 
Q 

Figure 0: A flowchart of the program 
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Bi(j) , Wi(j) 
j = O,n1, 2 * n1, ... 

i = 1, ... ,n 

( sTo~ 

BfU) = Bt.(i * T + j * h), where Bt.(t) is the lth Picard iterate. 

wlU) = Wt.(i * T + j * h), where Wt.(t) is the lth Picard iterate. 

j=O,1, ... ,N. 

N = T/h. 

Figure 0: A flowchart of the program - continued 
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n: 

m: 

T: 

h: 

e: 

r: 

Zl , Z2, ••• , Z6: 
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Number of Subintervals 

Maximum number of iterations on each subinterval 

Maximum time over each subinterval 

The length of the step size 

Tolerance that the Picard iterates should meet over each subinter

val 

Output is given at each n~t mesh point starting from 0 

The left and right endpoints, respectively, of the fertility window 

The support for the function cp(a)j 1i2 = maximum age. 

The left and right endpoints, respectively, of the support of the 

weight function 

The inherent net reproductive rate 

The Coefficient of the birth function f3(a, W) 

The Coefficients of the death function >. (a, W) 

The coefficients of the initial density cp( a) 

Table 3.1: Definitions of the input parameters 
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3.5: Testing the Program 

Several tests were made on problems with known or approximately known solu-

tions, including simple exponential growth and logistic growth. The results for two 

different cases for the logistic equation are given in tables 3.2 and 3.3. In Table 

3.2, the initial total population was greater than the equilibrium solution and we 

see that, as time increases, the total population decreases toward the equilibrium. 

In the second table 3.3, we chose an initial total population to be less than the 

equilibrium solution and the solution here increases toward the equilibrium. This 

is qualitatively consistent with logistic growth. For a more precise test of the code 

we need an analytic solution. 

The derivation of the classical logistic equation from system (3.1) goes as follows. 

Consider 

Otp(a,t) + oap(a,t) = ->.(a,P)p(a,t) (3.25a) 

where 

P(t) = 10
00 

p(a, t)da (3.25b) 

p(O,t) = 10
00 

f3(a,P)p(a,t)da, p(oo,t) = 0. (3.25c) 

and 

Po = 10
00 

p(O, a)da = 100 

tp(a)da. (2.25d) 

Integrating both sides of equation (3.25a) with respect to a over the interval [0,00), 

we get 

P'(t) + p(a,t)l~o = - 10
00 

>.(a,P)p(a,t)da 

If >.(a, P) is constant, >'0 say, then (3.26) becomes 

P(t) + p(oo,t) - p(O,t) = ->'oP(t) 

(3.26) 
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or 

P'(t) +0-100 

f3(a,P)p(a,t)da = -AoP. (3.27) 

If in addition we choose the function f3(a, P) independent of aj then (3.27) becomes 

P'(t) = (f3(P) - Ao)P. (3.28) 

If f3(P) is linear in P i.e. f3(P) = rf3o(l - P) where r is the inherent net reproduc

tive rate, f30 is the normalization factor, then the equation (3.28) with the initial 

condition (3.25d) becomes: 

P'(t) = {rf3o(l- P) - Ao}P 

= (rf3o - Ao) {l- ( 1 (} P. rfio->'o 
r{3o 

(3.29) 

Let R = (rf3o - Ao) and K = (rfi~io>'o ), then (3.29) becomes 

P'(t) = R { 1 - ~ } P 

whose solution with the initial condition (3.25d) is: 

P(t) = K . 
1 + (~ - 1) e-Rt 

(3.30) 

To obtain a numerical approximation to solutions of this problem the inputs were 



chosen as below in our numerical code: 

A=r=3 

II = 0,12 = 3 

h= .01 

e = .01 

[WI, W2] = [0,3.0] 

(3(t, P) = r{3o(l - P) 

r = 1.2 

.\(t, P) = 10.0 
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(3.31) 

The results (cf. Tables 3.2 - 3.3) show that the numerical solution approximates 

the exact logistic solution with maximum relative error between 10-2 and 10-5 

for two different initial conditions. cp(a) = 0.3 and 0.01 on [0, AI = [0,3.01 i.e. 

Po = W (0) = 0.90 or 0.03. 
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TIME NUM. W(t) LOGISTIC W(t) RELATIVE ERROR 

-----------------------------------------------------------
0.0400000 0.6650437 0.6725008 1.1088667E-02 
0.1200000 0.4534956 0.4641957 2.3050915E-02 
0.2000000 0.3573812 0.3672582 2.6893875E-02 
0.2800000 0.3037410 0.3117768 2.5774231E-02 
0.3600000 0.2699069 0.2762185 2.2850117E-02 
0.4400000 0.2468376 0.2517514 1.9518549E-02 
0.5200000 0.2302513 0.2340824 1.6366536E-02 
0.6000000 0.2178652 0.2208727 1.3616446E-02 
0.6800000 0.2083561 0.2107387 1.1305764E-02 
0.7600000 0.2009034 0.2028092 9.3974434E-03 
0.8400000 0.1949695 0.1965085 7.8316052E-03 
0.9200000 0.1901868 0.1914403 6.5478901E-03 
1.000000 0.1862944 0.1873234 5.4934896E-03 
1.080000 0.1831018 0.1839524 4.6243621E-03 
1.160000 0.1804666 0.1811741 3.9054509E-03 
1.240000 0.1782802 0.1788720 3.3085081E-03 
1.320000 0.1764585 0.1769560 2.8112093E-03 
1.400000 0.1749353 0.1753553 2.3955000E-03 
1.480000 0.1736577 0.1740140 2.0476312E-03 
1.560000 0.1725837 0.1728871 1.7552617E-03 
1. 640000 0.1716788 0.1719383 1.5096305E-03 
1.720000 0.1709150 0.1711379 1.3027571E-03 
1.800000 0.1702694 0.1704618 1.1286335E-03 
1.880000 0.1697230 0.1698898 9.8192180E-04 
1.960000 0.1692600 0.1694054 8.5832871E-04 
2.040000 0.1688674 0.1689948 7.5416296E-04 
2.120000 0.1685341 0.1686465 6.6639134E-04 
2.200000 0.1682510 0.1683508 5.9276866E-04 
2.280000 0.1680105 0.1680997 5.3036184E-04 
2.360000 0.1678061 0.1678862 4.7724906E-04 
2.440000 0.1676325 0.1677048 4.3093960E-04 
2.520000 0.1674854 0.1675505 3.8838066E-04 
2.600000 0.1673614 0.1674192 3.4533974E-04 
2.680000 0.1672579 0.1673075 2.9631762E-04 
2.760000 0.1671737 0.1672125 2.3178848E-04 
2.840000 0.1671087 0.1671315 1.3676881E-04 
2.920000 0.1670646 0.1670626 1.1506162E-05 

Table 3.2. The numerical sol;ution W(t) of the equation (3.25) with (3.31) and of 

the logistic (3.30) with Po = W(O) = .9 are shown and compared. 
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TIME NUM. W(t) LOGISTIC W(t) RELATIVE ERROR 

-----------------------------------------------------------
0.0400000 3.1599838E-02 3.2018598E-02 1.3078645E-02 
0.1200000 3.5412580E-02 3.6362097E-02 2.6112821E-02 
0.2000000 3.9849412E-02 4.1114904E-02 3.077 94 05E-02 
0.2800000 4.4801716E-02 4.6268344E-02 3.1698305E-02 
0.3600000 5.0187118E-02 5.1801223E-02 3.1159591E-02 
0.4400000 5.5949062E-02 5.7678774E-02 2.9980708E-02 
0.5200000 6.2031947E-02 6.3852496E-02 2.8511796E-02 
0.6000000 6.8372838E-02 7.0261024E-02 2.6873872E-02 
0.6800000 7.4900061E-02 7.6832093E-02 2.5146164E-02 
0.7600000 8.1534386E-02 8.3485514E-02 2.3370860E-02 
0.8400000 8.8191949E-02 9.0137012E-02 2.1578966E-02 
0.9200000 9.4787873E-02 9.6702352E-02 1.9797646E-02 

1.000000 0.1012406 0.1031017 1.8050782E-02 
1.080000 0.1074756 0.1092631 1.6359445E-02 
1.160000 0.1134287 0.1151259 1.4741780E-02 
1.240000 0.1190481 0.1206421 1.3212695E-02 
1.320000 0.1242956 0.1257776 1.1782486E-02 
1. 400000 0.1291468 0.1305118 1.0458527E-02 
1. 480000 0.1335901 0.1348366 9.2446115E-03 
1. 560000 0.1376251 0.1387547 8.1407521E-03 
1.640000 0.1412612 0.1422777 7.1449834E-03 
1. 720000 0.1445148 0.1454242 6.2531424E-03 
1.800000 0.1474082 0.1482174 5.4590981E-03 
1.880000 0.1499669 0.1506836 4.7562327E-03 
1. 960000 0.1522185 0.1528509 4.1374974E-03 
2.040000 0.1541913 0.1547476 3.5946309E-03 
2.120000 0.1559133 0.1564013 3.1205472E-03 I 

2.200000 0.1574113 0.1578387 2.7079850E-03 
2.280000 0.1587108 0.1590846 2.3500400E-03 
2.360000 0.1598351 0.1601619 2.0407909E-03 
2.440000 0.1608057 0.1610915 1.7740808E-03 
2.520000 0.1616419 0.1618922 1.5459663E-03 
2.600000 0.1623610 0.1625808 1.3524443E-03 
2.680000 0.1629778 0.1631723 1.1916561E-03 
2.760000 0.1635055 0.1636797 1.0639675E-03 
2.840000 0.1639549 0.1641146 9.7289321E-04 
2.920000 0.1643342 0.1644870 9.2874642E-04 

Table 313. -The numerical solution W(t) of the equation (3.25) with (3.31) and of 

the logistic (3.;30) with Po = W(O) = .03 are..,shown and compared. 



CHAPTER 4 

AN APPLICATION: THE ALLEE EFFECT IN AN 

AGE-STRUCTURED POPULATION MODEL 

4.1: Introduction 
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In this dissertation, we have considered the age structured model (3.1) in which 

both vital rates (3 and ). are allowed to depend on the weighted total population 

size 

W(t) = 10
00 

w(a)p(a,t)da (4.1) 

for some weight function w(a). An important principle in population biology is 

that population growth is "self-regulated" by means of such dependencies (Ricklefs 

(1974)). According to this principle, as population density increases, fertility de

creases while mortality increases. These relationships are expressed in dynamical 

models by the corresponding monotonicity assumptions on (3 and ). as functions of 

W. 

While these self regulation principles are commonly accepted for larger popula

tions densities, there is considerable biological evidence that they do not always 

hold at lower densities (Allee (1931)). Often populations (from diverse taxa) ex

hibit increased fertility or lowered mortality at increased, but low level densities. 

This phenomenon is called "Allee effect", as A. C. Allee was one of the first to 

study this phenomena in depth. He asked the question " ... what minimal numbers 

are necessary if a species is to maintain itself in nature?" after he noticed that the 

self-regulation principles concerning birth and death rates can be reversed at low 
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densities. The causes for this Allee effect are not always well understood. One 

possible explanation for some populations involves the uncertainty of mates finding 

each other at sparse population densities as observed, for example, in sea urchins 

(Allee (1931)), flour beetles (MacLagen (1932), Park (1933)), muskrats (Errington 

(1940)), Whales (Hamilton (1948)), box turtles (Mosimann (1958)), Condors (Mertz 

(1971)), Zooplankton (Gerristen (1980)). Another possible cause is related to mat

ing frequency. Laboratory experiments have showed that mating rates can depend 

on population density. This was observed for a variety of species by Ullyett (1945), 

Watt (1960), Thomas and Benjamin (1974) and many others. Mathematically, 

models relating mating rates to population growth are rare. Some of these theoret

ical models are studied by Volterra (1938), Philip (1957)' Pielo (1977) and Cushing 

(1988). Allee (1931) also noticed that the fertility increases with population density 

increases in several species of beetle and as did Watt (1968) in certain insects. The 

enhancement of survival as the population density increases has also been observed 

in pinus ponderosa (Silvertown (1981)) and Ranuculus bulbosa (Sarukhan (1974)). 

In fact, the Allee effect may be more widespread throughout population biology 

than is currently recognized. Dennis (1989) concludes that "Despite this surprising 

lack of empirical or mathematical attention, the possible presence of Allee effects 

pervades virtually all areas of population biology." 

Our purpose in this chapter is to investigate (numerically) the dynamics that can 

result in an age-structured model such as (l.6) in the presence of Allee effects. 

4.2: The Bifurcation Approach 

It is convenient to study the dynamics of our problem as a function of a cer-
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tain biological parameter. This parameter r, the inherent net reproductive rate, is 

introduced as follows. Set 

,B(a, W) = rF(a, W) 

where F is a normalized function so that 

1000 

F(a,O)e- foB >..(s,O)dsda = 1. 

If the birth and death rates ,B(a,p) and >.(a,p) are only age dependent, i.e. 

,B(a,p) = r/(a) and >.(a,p) = >.(a) 

where 

1000 

/(a)e - fo" >..(s)ds da = 1, 

then an equilibrium exists only if r = 1, i.e. when each individual in the population 

replaces itself. Also all solutions tend to zero as t -Jo 00 when r < 1 and are 

unbounded when r > 1 (Cushing (1988)). This implies that the only asymptotically 

stable solution is the trivial (zero) equilibrium for r < 1. 

If the birth rate ,B or the death rate>. (or both) are density dependent, then in 

general an unbounded continuum of positive equilibria bifurcate from the trivial 

(zero) equilibrium at the critical point r = 1. The bifurcating branch is bent either 

to the right or to the left, at least near the critical point r = 1. The stability of the 

positive equilibria on this branch depends on the direction of bifurcation. These 

facts and the fact that the positive right bifurcated branch is stable and the left 

one is unstable are proved by Cushing (1984) under very general conditions. 

We will assume here that the birth and the death rates depend on population 

density through a dependence on the weighted total population (4.1). In this case 
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another method was used by Cushing to study the bifurcating branch of equilibria. 

This method is based on plotting W against r from the following relation 

r 100 

p(a, W)e - fo" .\(s,W)ds da = 1 

from which it is shown that the bifurcation is to the right (and stable) if 

dN(O) 0 
dW < 

where 

N(W) = 100 

p(a, W)e - fo" .\(s,W)ds da 

and to the left (and unstable) if 

dN(O} 
dW >0. 

(4.2) 

The positive equilibria may not, of course, be stable globally along the branch, as 

limit cycles (arising for example from a Hopf bifurcation) or other dynamics, such 

as periodic or chaotic oscillations, can occur. 

Our concern here with the Allee effect which, as we will see, leads to a left bifur

cation (Cushing (1988)). This occurs if d~J?) > 0 which holds if at low population 

density, either the birth rate increases or the death rate decreases with W. For 

large population densities we make the usual assumption that fertility and survival 

are suppressed as density increases. 
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This has the effect of making d~W) < 0 for large W which in turn causes the 

bifurcating equilibrium branch to "turn around" (Cushing (1988)) as appears in 

Fig. 1. This implies the existence of a critical point T er < 1 with the property that 

for T E (Ten 1) there exists more than one positive equilibria. This gives rise to 

the possibility of multiple stable equilibria (including 0) for this range of T values. 

For T < renO is the only stable equilibrium, while for r > 1,0 is unstable. The 

analytically known results implying that the bifurcating branch of positive equilibria 

is unstable are valid only in a neighborhood of the bifurcation point T = 1, W = O. 

The questions that arise are: What are the asymptotic dynamics in the case of left; 

unstable bifurcation caused by an Allee effect? Are the equilibria on the "upper 

portion" of the branch stable (see Fig. I)? 

Our major goal in the next section is to investigate these questions numerically 

by using the code developed in Chapter 3. 

Cushing (1988) introduced two simple examples of the left bifurcation case caused 

by Allee effects. I will discuss his second discrete example here. He considered a 2 

age class nonlinear Leslie matrix model with the following projection matrix 

which assumes only the older age class is fertile and that these adults do not live 

longer than one unit of time. The model equations are then 

[
Po (i + 1)] = [0 r 1 (W ( i))] [ Po (i) ] 
PI(i+l) p 0 PI(i) 

(4.3) 

where fertility 1 depends on a total weighted population W = WoPo + WI PI where 

o S Wo, WI S 1 and w5 + w~ =1= 0 and satisfies 1'(0) > O. Also the survival 

----_.-.... - -_.- .. ' -_. 
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probability p E (0,1). The normalization requires P J(O) = 1 so that r is the 

inherent net reproductive rate. The stability of an equilibrium is determined by 

the eigenvalues A of the Jacobian matrix of Labove. IAI < 1 implies stability. A 

calculation of these eigenvalues lead to the following results: 

For r < 1, p = 0 (the trivial solution) is stable and the positive equilibria are 

unstable iff 

(ii) Wo < PWI 

Condition (ii) says that the upper branch is stable if the density dependence is 

weighted toward adults, which "expresses the important role (in this model) of 

adult density control of fertility" (Cushing (1988)). 

Cushing also showed that a stable positive 2-cycle exists if (i) and (ii) and 

(iii) 0 < -rJ6(Wo)WP < 2 

(iv) J(woWo/pwd < J(Wo) 

are satisfied. But if (ii) is not satisfied but (iii) and (iv) are satisfied, then the 

equilibrium of the upper branch near the turning point is unstable while the 2-cycle 

is stable. Thus, it can happen that the upper branch equilibria are unstable and 

that as r is increased through the critical value there is the onset of large amplitude 

stable periodic solutions. This unusual source of oscillations (different from the 

small amplitude oscillations due to a Hopf bifurcation) is caused by the significant 

dependence of fertility and mortality on age in the presence of an Allee effect. Those 
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results were proved for the simple discrete model (4.3) . No results, analytical or 

numerical, are known for the dynamics of more general continuous age-structured 

models in the case of left bifurcation caused by an Allee effect. In the next section 

we study protype models exhibiting the Allee effect by means of the code developed 

in the previous chapter. 

4.3: Applications 

At the previous sections we discussed the Allee effect and how it occurs if either the 

birth rate increases or the death rate decreases as the population density increases 

(at least at low densities). 

Either of these two cases will cause a left bifurcation in the system (2.3). In this 

section, I shall study both cases separately. In the first case, the fertility modules 

f3(a, W) will be density dependent while the death modules "\(a, W) will be constant 

and in the second case, the above assumptions will be reversed, i.e. f3(a, W) will be 

constant while "\(a, W) will be density dependent. In either case 

dN(W) 0 
dW > 

at least for small total weighted population density W. Assuming that for large 

enough W, we have the usual assumption that fertility decreases and mortality 

increases as W increases, then the left bifurcating branch of positive equilibria will 

turn around as in Fig. 1. Our major concern here is to study the dynamics of this 

bifurcated branch. 

Based on the results of Cushing (1988) on the discrete model (4.3) we antici

pate that the weight w defining W will play a significant role in the dynamics. 
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We will therefore consider several qualitatively different weightings, namely those 

correspond to W being the juveniles, adults, or total populations. Our numerical 

results displayed in the graphs in Figures 2 through 11 are grouped accordingly. 

We also found that the lengths of the fertility window and the maturation period 

are important. Therefore the graphical results are grouped into sets (Figures) of 

threes, corresponding to different weighted populations: total population P, adult 

A and juvenile J, each of which shows several (seven) graphs for different r values 

and each set (Figure) corresponds to a fertility window. Figures 2 and 5 correspond 

to the fertility window [1, 2J, Figures 3 and 6 correspond to the fertility window 

[1.5, 2J and Figures 4 and 7 correspond to the fertility window [1.9, 2J. The r values 

used in each graph of Figures 2 through 7 are 0.3, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 2.0 and 4.0. 

The critical value rcr in the first case is about 0.529 while in the second case it is 

about 0.527. So we expect, as we will see later, all weighted populations in both 

cases to die out for r < rcr and to have multi equilibrium for r E (rcn 1) and to 

survive whenever r > 1. Now let us discuss each case separately. 

Case 1: In this case, the birth rate ,B(a, W) is density dependent while the death 

rate A(a, W) is constant. The protype forms of,B and A used were: 

,B(a, W) = { r,Bo~(W) if a E [ft, hJ } 
otherwise ' 

where 

J(W) = (1 + 4W)e-W and [ft, hJ is a fertility window 

and 
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.\( a, W) = 0.5 

This fertility function fl(a, W) has the properties which lead to the Allee effect 

i.e. I'{W) > 0 for W very small while I'(W) < 0 for W large enough. To find the 

constant flo in fl(a, W), we apply the method used by Cushing for normalization 

where he used the relation 

This implies 

or 

fl - 0.5 
o - e-.5h _ e-.5h (4.4) 

This normalization gives three different values for flo for the three different fertility 

windows that we used: 

flo = 2.095107794 when [II, 12] = [1,2] 

flo = 4.785280228 when [II '/2] = [1.5,2] 

and 

flo = 26.508897781 when [Ill 12] = [1.9,2] 
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The invariant 

rN(W) = 1 (4.5) 

where 

rh 
N(W) = } I {Jo(l + 4W)e-W e-O

.
5a da 

Ix 

gives us the critical value rcr or the point at which the bifurcated branch turns 

around. That critical value rcr is found to be approximately 0.529 for Case 1. 

The numerical scheme in chapter 3 was used to study the dynamics in three 

different cases, namely when density dependence in (J is on P or A or J respectively 

where 

P(t) = the total population size = W(t) with [WI, W2] = [0,2] 

A(t) = the adult population size = W(t) ~ith [WI,W2] = [1,2] 

J(t) = the juvenile population size = W(t) with [WI, W2] = [0, I] 

In each case several values of the inherent net reproductive rate r were used. Some 

typical results are plotted in figures 2, 3 and 4 for the foIlowing r values: .3, .55, 

.6, .7, .8, 2 and 4. Each figure 2, 3, and 4 displays results for different fertility 

windows ([1, 2], [1.5, 2], and [1.9, 2] respectively). Each figure consists of three 

graphs corresponding to the three density dependence cases. 

For Fig. 2, the fertility window is [1, 21. There we notice that when density 

dependence is on P or J, the population equilibrates rapidly, after some mild oscil

lations, for all values of r investigated. In third case, of density dependence on A, 

equilibrium stability is ultimately lost to sustained oscillations for large r. 

------_. - - -- - . 
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The effects of decreasing the fertility window are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In 

Figure 3, the fertility window is [1.5,2]. There we notice that the populations 

still equilibrate (except for large r in the third case), although the oscillations are 

more pronounced and extended. For the smallest fertility window in Fig. 4, the 

oscillations are "chaotic" for all investigated values of r (larger than rcr). Notice in 

this case that the upper branch of the bifurcating branch of equilibria (cf. Fig. 1) 

is apparently unstable. 
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Case 2: In this case, we hold the birth rate to be constant while the death rate 

density dependent. 

The protype here is 

,8(a, W) = r,8o 

and 

A(a,W) =.5 - W + .6W2 

where,8o is the normalization factor calculated from the formula (4.4) and have the 

same three values as in Case 1 for the three different fertility windows. Also the 

critical value rcr is calculated from the invariant (4.5) and numerical calculation 

implies the approximate value: 

rcr ~ 0.527. 

As in the previous Case 1, we investigated the dynamics of our system by using 

the numerical code developed in Chapter 3. The graphs for three different cases 

of density dependence on P(t),A(t) and J(t), for several r values, and for three 

different fertility windows are given in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The r values and fertility 

windows are the same as in the previous case. For the fertility window [1, 2J in Figure 

5, the populations equilibrate for all r values, although some oscillations appear for 

large r values. These oscillations become more pronounced but still equilibrate 

when we decrease the fertility window to [1.5, 2.0J as seen in Figure 6. For the 

smallest fertility window [1.9, 2.0J (Figure 7), the amplitudes of the oscillations 

increase as r increases when A depends on P until they become sustained for large 

r values. When A depends on A(t) or J(t), the graphs show that the oscillations 

are sustained even for small r values. This indicates that in these cases the upper 
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branch is unstable for all values of r > rcr • We also notice that the amplitudes of 

these oscillations increases as r increases (Figures 6 and 7). 
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Another important thing we noticed in all of the above Figures 2 - 7 is that for 

r < rcr and for all fertility windows, W tends to 0 as t -t 00 while for r > lOis not 

attracting. One point to be made here is that there are multi-equilibria for r > r cn 

at least for r E (rcn 1). The numerical result for r = .6 E (rcr,l) clearly show 

the existence of two equilibria: (for two different initial population densities), the 

trivial one and a positive one for different cases. Figure 8 is for Case 1 with fertility 

window [1, 2J and r = .6, for the three weighted populations adult. Figure 9 is for 

Case 2 with fertility window [1 , 2J and r = .6, for all three weighted populations. 
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The last important property I investigated here is that for r > 1, the population 

survived whatever the initial population density tp was, i.e. the trivial solution is 

a repeller (or unstable) for r > 1. I applied the numerical code for the above two 

cases for r = 2 > 1. In both cases I chose the fertility window [1, 21 and started 

with a very small initial population as can be seen in Figures 10 and 11, in all cases 

the population does not tend to zero. 
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4.4: Conclusions 

From our investigations we draw the following conclusions concerning the protyp

ical models exhibiting the Allee effect described in Sec. 4.3. 

We clearly demonstrated the existence of the left bifurcation and the fact that 

zero is stable for r < 1 but unstable for r > 1. Also we showed the existence of 

a critical value rcr E (0,1) and multiple equilibria whenever r E (rcn 1) including 

the trivial one. In Case 1, r cr was approximately 0.529 while in Case 2 it was 

approximately 0.527. We found that usually the upper branch of equilibria (see Fig. 

1) was stable for r > rcn although this stability can be lost to what is apparently 

a Hopf bifurcation to periodic cycles for large r. This loss of equilibrium stability 

was enhanced by narrowing of the fertility window. However, we noticed in certain 

circumstances that the upper portion of the equilibrium branch may not be stable, 

but there can exist stable oscillations in the presence of the stable trivial solution. 

This occurs if the fertility window is small and the density dependence in either {3 

or ,\ is on either juvenile J or adults A population sizes. (See Fig. 4 and 7), but 

not on total population size P. This phonomenon exhibits the interesting feature 

that no equilibrium survival is possible (only oscillatory) and there is a sudden 

onset (non-Hopf) of large amplitude oscillations as r increases through the critical 

value rcr < 1. These general features corroborate, for our continuous age-structural 

model, those dynamical features found in the simple discrete models of Cushing 

(1988). 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.1: Concluding Remarks 

In this dissertation a system of nonlinear integral equations (2.5) describing the 

dynamics of the total birth rate B and weighted population size W of an age

structured population was studied. In Chapter 2, under mild assumptions on the 

density dependent size specific per capita birth and death rates Pi and Ai, the 

existence and uniqueness of a globally defined solution of (2.5) was proved using 

the contraction mapping principle on a Banach space with an appropriately defined 

norm. This result is a generalization of that obtained by Curtin and MacCamy 

(1974). It is similar, but independent of the global existence result of Marcus 

(1983). Our proof is new and is constructive and forms the basis of the numerical 

algorithm in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 a numerical code based on a Picard iteration 

scheme from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Chapter 2 was developed to solve the 

integral equations (2.5) in the case of a single species. This code involved the use 

of a Volterra integral equation integrator based on a modified multilag method 

in which I used the coefficients of a 4-step Adams Bashforth coefficients (VanDer 

Howen and Riele (1982)). The algorithm was encoded into a FORTRAN program 

(cf. the appendix) and tested against some known problems (cf. Tables 3.1 and 

3.2). 

Finally, in chapter 4 the program developed in chapter 3 was used to numerically 

study the dynamics of prototypical models for a population where vital rates exhibit 

an "Allee effect". The following general conclusions resulted from these simulations: 
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1. In populations exhibiting an "Allee effect", a left branch of positive unstable 

equilibria emanates from the point (1,0) in the r - W coordinate plane, where r is 

the inherent net reproductive rate and W is the total weighted population. 

2. For high population densities, however, the "self-regulation" law requires that 

the birth rate decrease and the death rate increase (or both) with increases in 

population density. As a result, the left bifurcating branch of unstable equilibria 

"turns around" at a critical point (ren Wer) resulting in multiple positive equilibria 

states. (see Fig. 1) 

3. Our numerical study clearly shows that the trivial (zero) solution is locally 

stable for r < 1 and unstable for r > 1. Also, for r < r en the trivial solution 

is globally stable, i.e. the population can not survive for any initial state. For 

r E (renl), our study showed that the population can survive at least with high 

initial densities while for r > 1 the population survives for all initial densities. 

4. Our study showed that when populations survive (i.e. r > rer) the dynamics 

can range from equilibration to periodic oscillations or chaotic fiucturations. The 

exaxt nature of the dynamics was clearly shown to depend on the size of the fertility 

window, the length of the maturation period, and the age specific nature of the 

nonlinear density dependence. 

5.2: Future Work 

In order to extend the applicability of the code developed in chapter 3, I would 

like to include the capability to solve coupled systems (n ~ 2). This would permit 

the code to be used to integrate multi-species interactions, such as predator-prey 
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or competitive interactions. In order to successfully do this, however, it will be 

necessary to vectorize the code for use on parallel computing machines in order to 

significantly improve its performance. It is also of interest to allow for ..\ and {3 

dependence on several different functionals W to order to investigate more com

plicated intraspecific competitive interferences (e.g. see Cushing and Li (1990), 

Cushing (1990)). 
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APPENDIX 

THE FORTRAN PROGRAM 

C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES FOR Wet) AND B(t) FROM THE SYSTEM (3.1a) 
C AND (3.1b). THE INPUT DATA ARE: 
C 1) kcm, THE NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS. 
C 2) n1, WHERE OUTPUT IS TO BE GIVEN AT EACH (n1) MESH POINT 
C STARTING FROM O. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

3) zl,z2,z3,z4,z5 & z6, THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE INITIAL 
DENSITY FUNCTION. 

4) fi1 & fi2, THE COMPACT SUPPORT OF TIlE INITIAL DENSITY 
FUNCTION WHICH ARE IN OUR CASE 0 FOR £i1 AND THE MAXIMUM 

AGE A FOR fi2. 
5) x1,x2,& x3, THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE BIRTII RATE FUNCTION. 
6) dlamO,dlam1 & dlam2, THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEATH RATE 

FUNCTION. 
7) f1,f2 & T, WHERE f1 AND f2 ARE COMPACT SUPPORT FOR THE 

BIRTH RATE FUNCTION AND T IS THE LENGTH OF EACH 
SUBINTERVAL. 

8) h & tolerence, THE STEP SIZE AND TilE TOLERENCE THAT THE 
PICARD ITERATES SHOULD MEET OVER EACH SUBINTERVAL. 

9) ni, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON EACH SUBINTERVAL. 
10) w1 & w2, THE LEFT AND RIGHT ENDPOINTS OF THE SUPPORT OF 

THE WEIGHT FUNCTION. 
11) r, THE INHERENT NET REPRODUCTIVE RATE. 

THE OUTPUT CONSISTS OF MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IT TOOK 
THE CODE AND THE MAXIMUM TOLERENCE OVER EACH SUBINTERVAL, t, 
B (t) & w (t) AT EVERY n1 MESH POINT, TIII:-: INPUT DATA AND 'rHE 
CIIARGED CPU TIME. 

program main 
dimension g1(O:50000),g2(O:50000),p(3,O:50000) 
dimension sk(O:3,O:3),w(O:7,O:7),b(O:50000), 

$ b2(O:50000),b1(O:50000),wm(0:50000),sk1(0:50000), 
$ bo(O:50000),bn(O:50000),r(O:50000),skO(O:50000) 

common dlamO,r1,betO,wl,wu,zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,f1,f2,x1, 
$ x2,x3,fi1,fi2,kc,mfi1,mfi2,mfid,h,dlam1,dlam2,bo 

open(unit=13,file='resultm.out' ,status='new') 
tim=caltim () 
print *,'This is the number of time intervals kcm=' 
read *,kcm 
kcm=kcm-1 



$ 

print *,'we want to plot every ?=nn step, nn=' 
read *,nn 
print *,'fi(x)=zl*x**z2*exp(-z3*x) + z4*x**z5* 
exp (-z6*x) , 
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print *,'These are the parameters of the fuction fi(x)' 
print *,'zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6' 

$ 

read *,zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6 
print *,'These are the boundaries of the compact 
support of the function fi(a): fi1,fi2=' 
read *,fi1,fi2 
print *,'These are the coefficients of the fun. bet' 
print *,'x1,x2,x3' 
read *,x1,x2,x3 
print *,'dlamO,dlam1,dlam2 ' 
read *,dlamO,dlam1,dlam2 
print *,'f2 must be greater than f1 -OR- f2>f1' 
print *,'f1,f2,T=' 
read *,f1,f2,t 
print *,'h,tolerence =' 
read *,h,eps 
h3=h 
print *,'the no. of iteration ni 
read *,ni 
print *,'wl,wu=' 
read *,wl,wu 
print *,'r1=' 
read *,r1 
print *,'$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$' 
if(f2.lt.f1 .or. t.lt.f2 .or.-f1.lt.0.0) then 
print *,' 
print *,' ***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE *****, 
print *,' 
print *,'f1 =',f1,' , f2= ',f2,' , T= ',t 
print *,' , 
print *,'Either f1 is negative Or f2 is less than f1 

$ Or T is less than f2' 
print *,' 
go to 1005 
else 
endif 

if(fi2.lt.fi1) then 
print *,' 
print *,' ***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE *****, 
print *,' 
print *,'fi1 =' ,fi1,' ,fi2 =' ,fi2 
print *,' , 
print *,'fi1 is greater than fi2 and it should be less 

$than or equal to it' 
print *,' 
goto 1005 



else 
endif 
betO=dlamO/(exp(-1.*dlamO*f1)-exp(-1*dlamO*f2» 
max=50000 
np=«t/h)*(kcm+1)/nn) + 1 

write(13,79) np+l 
79 format(2x,'The # of points we want to sketch is' ,IS) 

write(13,78) 
78 format ('----------------------------------------------$ _____________________ ') 

n=t/h 
m2=f2/h 
ml=f1/h 
if«fl-h*ml) .eq.O.) then 
ml=ml 
else 
ml=ml+l 
endif 
m4=(f2-fl)/h3 
if(2*(m4/2)-m4.eq.0) then 
m4=m4+4 
else 
m4=m4+3 
endif 
nu=wu/h 
nl=wl/h 
if«wl-nl*h) .eq.O.) then 
nl=nl 
else 
nl=nl+1 
endif 
m3=(wu-wl)/h3 
if(2*(m3/2) - m3 .eq. 0) then 
m3=m3+4 
else 
m3=m3+3 
endif 

kc=O 
mfil=fil/h 
mfi2=fi2/h 
mfid=(mfi2 - mfi1 - 1) 

if«fi2-(mfi2*h» .gt.O.) then 
mfi2=mfi2+1 
else 
mfi2=mfi2 
endif 

Cvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 
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$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

h2=(wu-wl)/m3 
nh=2*(h3/h) 
if(max.lt.n*(kcm+1» then 
print *,' 
print *,' 
PRINT *,' 

***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE *****, 

print *,'n=T/h >',max " "i.e. n must be less than or 
equal to'" ,max 
print *,' , 
go to 1005 
else 
endif 
if(dlam2.eq.0.) then 
goto 666 
endif 
if(dlamO.lt.O.O .or. dlam1.lt.0.0 .or. dlam2.lt.0.0) 
then 
print *,' 
print *,' 
print *,' 

***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE 

print *,'ONE OF THE COEFFECIENTS dlamO,dlaml 
,or dlam2 IS NEGATIVE' 
print *,' 
goto 1005 
else 
if«dlamO-(dlaml**2/(4.*dlam2») .le. 0.0) then 
print *,' , 
print *,' 
print *,' 

***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE 

*****, 

*****, 

print *,'THE VERTEX OF THE PARABOLA "lam(a,b)=dlamO
dlam1*b + dlam2*b**2" IS IN THE LOWER HALF PLANE. 
i.e. THE QUANTITY "dlamO - (dlam1**2)/(4.*dlam2)" IS 
NOT POSITIVE' 
print *,' 
goto 1005 
endif 
endif 

666 if(max.lt.m3 .or. max.lt.m4) then 
print *,' 
print *,' ***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE *****, 
print *,' 
print *,'m3=(wu-wl)/h3 is ',m3~' and m4=(f2-fl)/h3 is' 

$ ,m4 
print *,' 
print *,'Either m3 >' ,max,' Or m4 > ' ,max 
print *,' 
go to 1005 
else 
endif 
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if( wu.lt.wl) then 
print *,' 
print *,' 
print *,' 
print *,'wl= ',wI,' 
print *,' , 

***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE *****, 

and wu = ',wu 

print *,' wu < wI 
print *,' 

"i.e. wI must be less than WU'ff 

go to 1005 
else 
if(wl .It. 0.0) then 
print 
print 
print 
print 
print 

* , , 
* , , 
* , , 
*,'wl < 
* , , 

go to 1005 
else 
endif 
endif 

0.0 

s=fi(wl)*we(wl) 

***** IMPORTANT MESSAGE *****, 

"i.e. wI must be positive'" 

do 62 k=1,m3-1,2 
s=s+4.*fi(wl+k*h2)*we(wl+k*h2) 
s=s+2.*fi(wl+(k+1) *h2) *we(wl+(k+1) *h2) 

62 continue 
s=s-fi(wu)*we(wu) 

do 44 i=O,n 
p(1,i)=(h2/3.)*s 

44 continue 

do 1119 kc=O,kcm 

if(kc.ne.O) then 
do 2029 j=O,n,nn 
p(1,j)=p(3,kc*n) 

2029 continue 
endif 

call sl(h,n,p,f1,f2,gl,g2,m1,m2,b,sk,skO,sk1,w, 
$ r,h2,a1,m3,wm,nu,nl,m4,wu,wl,nh) 

print *,f############################################# 
$###############' 

do 43 j=O,n 
p (1, j) =p (2, j) 
b1 (j) =b (j) 
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43 continue 

do 42 ki=1,ni 

call sl(h,n,p,fl,f2,gl,g2,ml,m2,b,sk,skO,skl,w, 
$ r,h2,al,m3,wm,nu,nl,m4,wu,wl,nh) 

s4=abs(b(O)-bl(O» 
s5=abs(p(2,O)-p(1,O» 

if(s4.le.s5) then 
sm=s5 
else 
sm=s4 
endif 

do 75 1=1,n 

s4=abs(b(l)-bl(1» 
s5=abs(p(2,l)-p(1,l» 

if(sm.ge.s4) then 
sm=sm 
else 
sm=s4 
endif 

if(sm.ge.s5) then 
sm=sm 
else 
sm=s5 
endif 

75 continue 

1129 

print *,'Iter. 
print *,'Int. 

4F:',ki,', 
4F : ' , kc+ 1, , 

if(sm.lt.eps) then 
call sn(h,n,bn,p) 
do 1129 i=O,n 
bo(i)=b(n-i)*bn(i) 
b2(kc*n+i)=b(i) 
p(3,kc*n+i)=p(2,i) 
continue 

if(kc.ne.O) then 
b(O)=b2(kc*n) 
p(2,O)=p(3,kc*n) 
endif 

eps=' ,eps,', 
out of' ,kcm+l 

sm=' ,sm 
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if(kc.lt.kcm) then 
write(13,1339) kc+1,ki,sm 

1339 
$ 

format(2x,'On the interval #:' ,2x,I3,2x,'the number 
of iterations was:',2x,I3,2x,'with sm =' ,f10.8) 

1029 

80 

do 1029 j=O,n 
p(1,j)=p(2,j) 
b1 (j) =b (j) 
continue 
goto 1119 
else 
n=(kcm+1)*n 
endif 

write(13,78) 
write(13,78) 
write(13,80) 
format (6X,'K' ,13X,'B(K)' ,14X,'P(K)') 
write(13,78) 

do 50 k=O,n,nn 
write(13,81) k,b2(k),p(3,k) 

81 format(2X,I6,4X,F15.10,4X,F15.10) 
50 continue 

write(13,78) 
write(13,82) ki,sm 

82 format(2x,'No. of iterations it took ki =' ,I3,2x,',', 
$ 2x,'with tolerence sm =' ,E10.2) 

94 write(13,78) 
write(13,83) zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6 

83 forma t (2 x, , z 1 =' , FlO. 4, , , , , 3 x, , z 2 =' , F 5 . 2, , , , , 3 x, ' z 3 =' , 
$ F5.2, 
$ " ' , 3x, , z 4 =' ,F 5. 2, ' , ' , 3x, ' z 5=' ,F 5 .2, ' , ' , 3x, ' z 6=' ,F 5. 2) 

write(13,78) 
write(13,835) fi1,fi2 

835 format(2x,'fi1=' ,F10.5,',' ,3x,;fi2=' ,F10.5) 

write(13,78) 
write(13,84) f1,f2,t 

8 4 forma t (2 x, , f 1 =' , F 4 . 2 , ' , , , 3 x, ' f 2 =' , F 4 . 2 , , , ' , 3 x, , T =' , 
$ F8.2) 

write(13,78) 
write(13,85) h,h3,eps 

8 5 forma t (2 x, , h =' , F 5 . 4, ' , , , 3 x, ' h 3 =' ,F 5 . 4, ' , , , 3 x, ' e p s =' , 
$ E12.2) 

write(13,78) 
write(13,86) ni,np 
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86 format(2x,'Total no. of iterations =' ,I4,',' ,3x, 
$ 'No. of points =',I4) 

write(13,78) 
write(13,87) wl,wu 

87 format(2x,'wl=',F8.4,',',3x,'wu=',F8.4) 
write(13,78) 
write(13,88) r1,betO 

88 format(2x,'r1=',F10.4,',',3x,'betO=',F12.9) 
write(13,78) 
write(13,95) x1,x2,x3 

95 format (2x, 'x1=' ,F7 .2,',' ,3x, 'x2=' ,F7 .2,',' ,3x, 'x3=', 
$ F7.2) 

write (13, 78) 
write(13,757) dlamO,dlam1,dlam2 

757 format(2x,'dlamO=' ,f7.2,',' ,3x,'dlam1=' ,f7.2,',', 
$ Jx,'dlam2=',f7.2) 

go to 1119 

else 

do 40 i=O,n 
p(1,i)=p(2,i) 
bl(i)=b(i) 

40 continue 

endif 

42 continue 

if(ki.eq.ni+1) then 
call sn(h,n,bn,p) 
do 1139 i=O,n 
bo(i)=b(n-i)*bn(i) 
b2(kc*n+i)=b(i) 
p(3,kc*n+i)=p(2,i) 

1139 continue 
if(kc.lt.kcm) then 
write(13,189) kc+1,sm 

189 format(2x,'at the into #',2x,I2,2x,'we need more 
$ iterations',' and sm=' ,f10.8) 

do 1039 j=O,n 
p(1,j)=p(2,j) 
b1 (j) =b (j) 

1039 continue 

1049 

goto 1119 
else 
n=(kcm+1)*n 
endif 

write(13,89) ni,sm 
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89 format(2x,'At the last interval, 
$ we need more than' ,3x,I4,3x,'iterations 
$ so as the tolerence is satisfied. And sm= ',f10.6) 

write(13,78) 
write(13,90) 

90 format(6x,'K',13x,'B(K)' ,14x,'P(K)') 
write(13,78) 
do 51 j=O,n,nn 
write(13,91) j,b2(j),p(3,j) 

91 format(2x,I6,4x,F15.10,4x,F15.10) 
51 continue 

write(13,78) 
write(13,82) ni,sm 
goto 94 
endif 

1119 continue 

tfin=caltim()-tim 
write(13,99) tfin 
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99 format(2x,'The cpu time spent =' ,2x,f10.4,2x,'seconds') 
write(13,78) 

1005 stop 
end 

real function lam(a,b) 
common dlamO,r1,betO,wl,wu,zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,f1,f2,x1, 

$ x2,x3,fi1,fi2 ,kc,mfi1,mfi2,mfid,h,dlaml,dlam2,bo 
lam = dlamO - dlam1*b + dlam2*b**2 
return 
end 

real function bet2(a,t,p) 
bet2=bet(t-a,t,p) 
return 
end 

real function bet1(a,t,p) 
bet1=bet(a+t,t,p) 
return 
end 

real function bet(a,t,p) 
common dlamO,r1,betO,wl,wu,zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,f1,f2,x1, 

$ x2,x3,fi1,fi2,kc,mfi1,mfi2,mfid,h,dlaml,dlam2,bo 
if(a.lt.f1 .or. a.gt.f2) then 
bet=O. 
else 
bet=r1*betO*(x1 + x2*p)*exp(-1*x3*p) 
endif 
if( (xl + x2*p) .It. 0.0 ) then 



. bet=O. 
endif 
return 
end 
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real function f(ql,q2,q3,q4,qS,q6,x) 
f=(ql*(x**q2)*exp(-1.*q3*x))+(q4*(x**qS)*exp(-1.*q6*x)) 
return 
end 

real function we(a) 
common dlamO,rl,betO,wl,wu,zl,z2,z3,z4,zS,z6,fl,f2,xl, 

$ x2,x3,fil,fi2,kc,mfil,mfi2,mfid,h,dlaml,dlam2,bo 
if(a.lt.wl .or. a.gt.wu) then 
we=O.O 
else 
we=l.O 
endif 
return 
end 

real function fi(x) 
dimension bo(O:SOOOO) 
common dlamO,rl,betO,wl,wu,zl,z2,z3,z4,zS,z6,fl,f2,xl, 

$ x2,x3,fil,fi2,kc,mfil,mfi2,mfid,h,dlaml,dlam2,bo 
if(kc.eq.O) then 
if(z2.eq.O .. and. zS.ne.O.) then 
if(x.ge.fil .and. x.le.fi2) then 
fi=zl*exp(-1.*z3*x) + z4*(x**zS)*exp(-1.*z6*x) 
else 
fi=O. 
endif 
goto 77 
else 
endif 
if(z2.ne.O .. and. zS.eq.O.) then 
if(x.ge.fil .and. x.le.fi2) then 
fi=zl*(x**z2)*exp(-1.*z3*x) + z4*exp(-1.*z6*x) 
else 
fi=O. 
endif 
goto 77 
else 
endif 
if(z2.eq.O .. and. zS.eq.O.) then 
if(x.ge.fil .and. x.le.fi2) then 
fi=zl*exp(-1.*z3*x) + z4*exp(-1.*z6*x) 
else 
fi=O. 
endif 
goto 77 



else 
endif 
if(x.ge.fil .and. x.le.fi2) then 
fi=f(zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,x) 
else 
ficO. 
endif 
else 

if(x.lt.fil .or. x.gt.fi2) then 
ficO. 
goto 77 
else 
do 66 i=mfil,mfi2 - 1 
vl=i*h 
v2=(i+l)*h 
if(x.ge.vl .and. x.le.v2) then 
fi=(x-vl)*(bo(i+l)-bo(i»/h + bo(i) 
goto 77 
else 
ficO. 
endif 

66 continue 
endif 
endif 

77 return 
end 
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subroutine yl(h,fl,f2,g2,m3,ml,m2,n,p,b,gl,sk,skO,skl,w, 
$ wm,m4,nh) 
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real b(0:50000),p(3,0:50000),gl(0:50000),sk1(0:SOOOO), 
$ lam,skO(0:50000),sk(0:3,0:3),w(0:7,0:7),wm(0:50000) 

if(m1.gt.3) then 
goto 903 
else 
call y2(h,n,m1,m2,p,sk) 
endif 

903 call y3(h,fl,f2,p,gl,g2,m3,ml,m2,m4,n,nh) 
do 900 i=0,7 
w(i,i)=O. 

900 continue 
w(l,O)=1. 
w(2,O)= -.5 + w(I,O) 
w(2,1)=3./2. 
w(3,0)=5./12. + w(2,0) 
w(3,1)= -(4./3.) + w(2,1) 
w(3,2)=23./12. 
w(4,0)= -(3./8.) + w(3,0) 
w(4,1)=37./24. + w(3,1) 
w(4,2)= -(59./24.) + w(3,2) 
w(4,3)=SS./24. 

do 901 k=S,7 
do 902 I=O,k-S 
w(k,l)=w(k-l,l) 

902 continue 
w(k,k-4)= -(3./8.) + w(k-l,k-4) 
w(k,k-3)= 37./24. + w(k-l,k-3) 
w(k,k-2)= -(59./24.) + w(k-l,k-2) 
w(k,k-l)= 55./24. 

901 continue 

b(O)=gl(O) 
if(ml.gt.3) then 
goto 707 
else 
b(l)=gl(l) + h*(sk(1,0)*bet2(0.,h,p(1,1»*b(0» 
do 1 i=2,3 
s=O. 
do 2 j=0,i-2 
s=s+h*w(i-l,j)*b(j)*(bet2(j*h,i*h,p(1,i»*sk(i,j) -

$ bet2 (j*h, (i-I) *h,p(l, i-I» *sk (i-I, j» 
2 continue 

if(i.eq.2) then 
s=s+h*(1.S*bet2(h,2*h,p(1,2»*sk(2,1)*b(1) - .S*bet2 

$ (O.,2.*h,p(1,2»*sk(2,0)*b(0» 
b(i)=b(i-l)+gl(i)-gl(i-l)+s 
go to 1 
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707 

$ 
$ 

else 
s=s+h*«23./l2.)*bet2(2.*h,3.*h,p(1,3»*sk(3,2)*b(2) 
-(4./3.)* bet2(h,3.*h,p(1,3»*sk(3,1)*b(1) 
+ (S./12.)*bet2(0.,3.*h,p(1,3»*sk(3,0)*b(0» 
b(i)=b(i-l)+gl(i)-gl(i-1)+s 
endif 
continue 
endif 
if(ml.lt.4) then 
m8=3 
goto 705 
else 
m8=ml-2 
endif 

do 700 i=1,ml-2 
b (i) =gl (i) 

700 continue 

705 DO 3 i=m8,n-l 

do 600 j=O,i 
skO(j)=O. 
skl(j)=O. 

600 continue 

if «i+l) .ge.ml .and. (i+l) .le.m2) then 
m6=0 
m7=(i+l)-m1 
go to 312 
else 
m6=i-m2 
m7=(i+1)-ml 
endif 

312 do 300 j=m6,m7 

s=O. 
sO=O. 
sl=O. 

if «i-j) .eq.O) then 
skI (j) =exp ( (-h/2 . ) * (lam (h, P (1, j+ 1) ) + lam (0. , p (1, j) ) ) ) 
skO (j) =1. 
go to 300 
else 
endif 

if«i-j).eq.1) then 
Skl(j)=exp«-h/3.)*(lam(0.,p(1,j»+4.*lam(h,p(1,j+1» 

$ +lam(2.*h,p(1,j+2»» 
SkO(j)=exp«-h/2.)*(lam(0.,p(1,j»+lam(h,p(1,j+1»» 
go to 300 
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else 
endif 

"l=i-j 
11=1+1 
if«(1/2)*2 - 1) .eq. 0) then 
if(11.eq.3) then 
sO=O. 
goto 306 
else 
endif 

310 sO=lam(0.,p(1,j» 
do 301 m=1,11-4,2 
sO=sO+4.*lam(m*h,p(1,j+m» 
sO=sO+2.*lam«m+1)*h,p(1,j+m+1» 

301 continue 
sO=(-h/3.)*(sO - lam«11-3)*O,p(1,j+11-3») 

306 sl=lam«11-3)*h,p(1,j+11-3» 
sl=s1+3.*lam«11-2)*h,p(1,j+11-2» 
s1=s1+3.*lam«11-1)*h,p(1,j+ll-l» 
s1=sl+lam(11*h,p(1,j+ll» 

sl=«-3./8)*h)*sl 

s=lam (0. , p (1, j) ) 
do 302 k=1,1-1,2 

s=s+4.*lam(k*h,p(1,j+k» 
s=s+2.*lam«k+l)*h,p(1,j+k+l» 

302 continue 

s=(-h/3.)*(s-lam(1*h,p(1,j+l») 
sk1(j)=exp(sO+s1) 
skO(j)=exp(s) 

else 
s=lam (0. , p (1, j) ) 

do 304 k=1,11-1,2 
s=s+4.*lam(k*h,p(1,j+k» 
s=s+2.*lam«k+l)*h,p(1,j+k+l» 

304 continue 
s=s-lam(11*h,p(1,j+11» 
s=(-h/3.)*s 

if(l.eq.3) then 
sO=O. 
goto 307 
else 
endif 

sO=lam(0.,p(1,j» 
do 305 k=1,1-4,2 
sO=sO+4.*lam(k*h,p(1,j+k» 
sO=sO+2.*lam«k+l)*h,p(1,j+k+l» 

305 continue 
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sO=sO-lam«l-3)*h,p(1,j+l-3)) 
sO=(-h/3.)*sO 

307 s1=lam«l-3)*h,p(1,j+l-3)) 
s1=s1+3.*lam«l-2)*h,p(1,j+l~2)) 
s1=s1+3.*lam«l-1)*h,p(1,j+l-1)) 
s1=s1+lam(l*h,p(1,j+l)) 
s1=«-3./8.)*h)*s1 
sk1(j)=exp(s) 
skO(j)=exp(sO+s1) 

endif 
300 continue 

if (i.eq. 3) then 
wm(O) =11. /12. 
wm(l) =1. /6. 
wm(2)=23./12. 
do SOl j=3,n 
wm( j) =0.0 

SOl continue 
go to 401 
else 
endif 
if (i. eq. 4) then 
wm(0)=13./24. 
wm(1)=41./24. 
wm(2)=-13./24. 
wm(3)=SS./24. 
do 502 j=4,n 
wm (j) =0 .0 

502 continue 
go to 401 
else 
endif 
if(i.eq.S) then 
wm(0)=13./24. 
wm(1)=4./3. 
wm(2)=1. 
wm(3)=-1./6. 
wm(4)=S5./24. 

do 503 j=S,n 
wm (j) =0.0 

503 continue 
go to 401 
else 
endif 
if (i. ge. 6) then 

do 504 j=3,i-4 
wm (j) =1. 0 

504 continue 
wm(0)=13./24 
wm(1)=4./3. 
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wm(2)=5./8. 
wm(i-3)=33./24. 
wm(i-2)=-1./6. 
wm(i-l)=55./24. 

do 505 j=i,n 
wm(j)=O.O 

505 continue 
else 
endif 

401 s=O. 
do 4 j=O,i 
s=s+h*wm(j) *b (j) * (bet2 (j*h, (i+l) *h, p (1, i+l» *skl (j)

$ bet2(j*h,i*h,p(1,i»*skO(j» 
4 continue 
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s=s+h*«55./24.)*bet2(i*h, (i+l)*h,p(l,i+l»*skl(i)*b(i) 
$ -(59./24.)*bet2«i-l)*h, (i+l)*h,p(l,i+l»*skl(i-l)*b(i-l) 
$ +(37./24.)*bet2«i-2)*h, (i+l)*h,p(1,i+l»*skl(i-2)*b(i-2) 
$ - (3. /8.) *bet2 «i-3) *h, (i+l) *h,p (1, i+l» *skl (i-3) *b (i-3) ) 

b(i+l)=b(i) + gl(i+l) - gl(i) + s 
3 continue 

return 
end 



subroutine y2(h,n,m1,m2,p,sk) 
real p(3,0:50000),sk(0:3,0:3) 
real lam 

do 50 i=0,3 
do 50 j=O,i 
sk(i,j)=O. 

50 continue 

do 100 i=0,3 
do 99 j=O,i 
s=O. 
sl=O. 

if( (i-j) .eq.O)then 
sk(i,j)=l 
else 
go to 1 
endif 

1 if( (i-j) .eq.1)then 
s k ( i, j) =e xp ( (-h / 2 . ) * (lam (h, P ( 1, i) ) + 1 am ( 0 . , p ( 1, j) ) ) ) 
else 
go to 2 
endif 

2 l=i-j 
if«(l/2)*2 -l).eq.O .and. 1.gt.O) then 
s=lam(O.,p (1, j) ) 
do 3 m=1,l-1,2 
s=s+4.*lam(m*h,p(1,j+m» 
s=s+2.*lam«m+1)*h,p(1,j+m+1» 

3 continue 
s=s-lam(l*h,p(l,i» 
sk(i,j)=exp«-h/3.)*s) 
else 
goto 4 
endif 

4 l=i-j 
if«(l/2)*2 - 1) .eq.-1 .and. l.gt.1) then 
if (1. eq. 3) then 
s=O. 
goto 6 
else 
endif 
s=1am (0. , p (1, j) ) 
do 5 m=1,l-4,2 
s=s+4.*lam(m*h,p(l,j+m» 
s=s+2.*larn«rn+1)*h,p(1,j+rn+1» 

5 continue 
s=s-larn«l-3)*h,p(1,i-3» 
s=(-h/3)*s 

6 sl=lam«1-3)*h,p(1,i-3» 
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sl=sl+3.*lam«l-2)*h,p(1,i-2» 
sl=sl+3.*lam«l-1)*h,p(1,i-l» 
sl=sl+lam(l*h,p(l,i» 
sl=(-(3./8.)*h)*sl 
sk(i,j)=exp(s+sl) 
else 
endif 

99 continue 
100 continue 

return 
end 
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subroutine y3(h,f1,f2,p,gl,g2,m3,m1,m2,m4,n,nh) 
real gl(0:50000),p(3,0:50000),g2(0:50000),lam 
f11=f1 
f22=f2 
m=m4 
i1=1 
h1=(f22-f11)/m 
sl=O.O 
do 1 i=1,m-l,2 
sl=sl+4.*bet1(f11+i*h1,0.,p(i1,0»*fi(f11+i*h1) 
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sl=sl+2.*bet1(f11+(i+1)*h1,0.,p(i1,0»*fi(f11+(i+1)*h1) 
1 continue 

sl=sl+bet1(f11,0.,p(i1,0»*fi(f11)-bet1(f22,0.,p(i1,0)) 
$ *fi (f22) . 

gl(0)=(h1/3.)*sl 
f11=f11-h 
f22=f22-h 
if(f11.lt.0.) then 
f11=0. 
else 
f11=f11 
endif 
if(f22.lt.0.) then 
f22=0. 
else 
f22=f22 
endif 
h1= (f22-f11) /m 
sl=bet1(f11,h,p(i1,1»*fi(f11)*(exp«-h/2.)*(lam(f11, 

$ p(i1,0» + lam(f11+h,p(i1,1»») 

do 2 k=1,m-1,2 
sl=sl+4.*bet1(f11+k*h1,h,p(i1,1»*fi(f11+k*h1)*(exp( 

$(-h/2.)*(lam(f11+k*h1,p(i1,0»+lam(f11+k*h1+h,p(i1,1)»» 
sl=sl+2.*bet1(f11+(k+1)*h1,h,p(i1,1»*fi(fI1+(k+I)*hl)* 

$ (exp«-h/2.)*(lam(fI1+(k+1)*hl,p(il,0»+lam(f11+(k+I)*hI 
$ h,p(i1,1»») 

2 continue 
sl=sl-bet1(f22,h,p(i1,1»*fi(f22)*(exp«-h/2.)*(lam(f22, 

$ p(i1,0» +lam(f22+h,p(i1,1»») 

gl(1)=(h1/3.)*Sl 

do 3 j=2,m2 
j1=nh*(j/nh) 
f11=f11-h 
f22=f22-h 



if(f11.lt.O.) then 
f11=O. 
else 
f11=f11 
endif 

if(f22.1t.O.) then 
f22=0. 
else 
£22=f22 
endif 

if(f11.eq.O .. and. (j-j1) .eq. ° .and. j.gt.m1) then 
m=m-2 
else 
m=m 
endif 

h1=(f22-f11)/m 
if( ((j/2) *2-j) .eq.O) then 
do 4 k=O,m 
s1=0. 
s1=s1+lam(f11+k*h1,p(i1,0» 
do 5 i=1,j-1,2 
s1=s1+4.*lam(f11+k*h1+i*h,p(i1,i» 
s1=s1+2.*lam(f11+k*h1+(i+1)*h,p(i1,i+l» 

5 continue 
sl=sl-lam(f11+k*h1+j*h,p(i1,j» 

g2(k)=exp(-(h/3.)*sl) 
4 continue 

sl=betl(fll,j*h,p(il,j»*fi(fll)*g2(0) 
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do 6 nl=l,m-l,2 
sl=sl+4.*betl(£ll+nl*hl,j*h,p(il,j»*fi(fll+nl*hl)*g2(nl) 

sl=sl+2.*betl(fll+(nl+l)*hl,j*h,p(i1,j) ) 
$ *fi(fll+(n1+l)*h1)*g2(n1+l) 

6 continue 
s1=s1-bet1(f22,j*h,p(i1,j»*fi(f22)*g2(m) 

g1(j)=(h1/3.)*s1 

else 

do 9 k=O,m 
s1=0. 
s2=0. 
s1=s1+1am(fl1+k*h1,p(i1,0» 
do 10 1=1,j-4,2 
s1=s1+4.*lam(f11+k*h1+l*h,p(i1,1» 
s1=s1+2.*lam(f11+k*h1+(l+1)*h,p(i1,l+1) ) 

10 continue 



s1=(-h/3.)*(s1-lam(f11+k*h1+(j-3)*h,p(i1,j-3») 
s2=s2+lam(f11+k*h1+(j-3)*h,p(i1,j-3» 
s2=s2+3.*lam(f11+k*h1+(j-2)*h,p(i1,j-2» 
s2=s2+3.*lam(f11+k*h1+(j-1)*h,p(i1,j-1» 
s2=s2+lam(f11+k*h1+j*h,p(i1,j» 
s2=«-3./8.)*h)*s2 
if(j.eq.3) then 
s1=0. 
else 
endif 
g2(k)=exp(s1+s2) 

9 continue 
s1=bet1(f11,j*h,p(i1,j»*fi(f11)*g2(0) 
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do 11 1=1,m-1,2 
s1=s1+4.*bet1(f11+1*h1,j*h,p(il,j»*fi(f11+l*h1)*g2(l) 

sl=s1+2.*betl(f11+(l+1)*h1,j*h,p(i1,j»"*fi(f11+(l+1)*h1) 
$ *g2(l+1) 

11 continue 
s1=s1-bet1(f22,j*h,p(i1,j»*fi(f22)*g2(m) 

gl(j)=(hl/3.)*sl 

endif 
3 continue 

return 
end 
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subroutine sl(h,n,p,f1,f2,gl,g2,m1,m2,b,sk,skO,sk1,w, 
$ 

real 
real 
real 
call 

r,h2,a1,m3,wm,nu,nl,m4,wu,wl,nh) 
sk(0:3,0:3),p(3,0:sOOOO),b(0:sOOOO),gl(0:sOOOO) 
w(0:7,0:7),r(0:sOOOO),wm(0:sOOOO),lam,skO(0:sOOOO) 
sk1(0:sOOOO) 
y1(h,f1,f2,g2,m3,m1,m2,n,p,b,gl,sk,skO,skl,w,wm, 

$ m4,nh) 
call s3(m3,n,r,p,h2,h,a1,nu,nl,wu,wl,nh) 

do 20 i=O,n 
skO(i)=O. 

20 continue 

sk10=exp«-h/2.)*(lam(0.,p(1,0»+lam(h,p(1,1»» 
p(2,0)=r(0) 
p(2,1)=(h/2.)*(skI0*b(O)*we(O.) + b(l)*we(h»+r(l) 
if(nl.lt.3) then 
m9=2 
goto 705 
else 
m9=nl-1 
endif 

do 700 i=2,nl-2 
p(2,i)=r(i) 

700 continue 

705 do 1 i=m9,n 

do 30 k=O,i 
skO(k)=O. 

30 continue 

if(i.ge.nl .and. i.le.nu) then 
m6=O 
m7=i-nl 
goto 22 
else 
m6=i-nu 
m7=i-nl 
endif 

22 do 10 j=m6,m7 
s=O. 
s4=0. 
m=i-j 
m8=m/2 
if(m.eq.O) then 
skO (j) =1. 
go to 10 



else 
endif 
if(m.eq.l) then 
skO(j)=exp«-h/2.)*(lam(0.,p(1,j))+lam(h,p(1,i)))) 
go to 10 
else 
endif 
if«m-(2*m8)) .eq.O .and. m.gt.O) then 
s=lam (0. , p (1, j) ) 
do 11 k=1,m-l,2 
s=s+4.*lam(k*h,p(1,j+k)) 
s=s+2.*lam«k+l)*h,p(1,j+k+l)) 

11 continue 
s=s-lam(m*h,p(l,i)) 
skO(j)=exp«-h/3.)*s) 
else 
if(m.eq.3) then 
s=O. 
goto 21 
else 
endif 
s=lam (0 . , p (1, j) ) 
do 12 k=1,m-4,2 
s=s+4.*lam(k*h,p(1,j+k)) 
s=s+2.*lam«k+l)*h,p(1,j+k+l)) 

12 continue 
s=s-lam«m-3)*h,p(1,i-3)) 
s=(-h/3.)*s 

21 s4=lam«m-3)*h,p(1,i-3)) 
s4=s4+3.*lam«m-2)*h,p(1,i-2)). 
s4=s4+3.*lam«m-l)*h,p(1,i-l)) 
s4=s4+lam(m*h,p(1,i)) 
s4=«-3./8.)*h)*s4 
skO(j)=exp(s+s4) 
endif 

10 continue 

if«(i/2)*2 - i) .eq.O) then' 
s=skO(O)*b(O)*we(i*h) 
do 2 j=1,i-l,2 
s=s+4.*skO(j)*b(j)*we«i-j)*h) 
s=s+2.*skO(j+l)*b(j+l)*we«i-(j+l))*h) 

2 continue 
p(2,i)=(h/3.)*(s-skO(i)*b(i)*we(0.)) + rei) 
go to 1 
else 
endif 

if(Leq.3) then 
s=skO(0)*b(0)*we(i*h)+3.*skO(1)*b(1)*we«i-l)*h) + 

$ 3 .*skO(2)*b(2)*we«i-2)*h) 
p (2, i) = ( (3. *h) /8.) * (s+skO (3) *b (3) *we «i-3) *h)) + r (i) 
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go to 1 
else 
endif 

if«(i/2)*2 - i) .eq.-l .and. i.gt.3) then 
s=skO(O)*b(O)*we(i*h) 
do 3 j=1,i-4,2 
s=s+4.*skO(j)*b(j)*we«i-j)*h) 
s=s+2.*skO(j+l)*b(j+l)*we«i-(j+l) )*h) 

3 continue 
s=(h/3.)*(s-skO(i-3)*b(i-3)*we«i-(i-3»*h» 
x=skO(i-3)*b(i-3)*we(3*h)+3.*skO(i-2)*b(i-2)*we(2*h) 
x=x+3.*skO(i-l)*b(i-l)*we(h)+skO(i)*b(i)*we(O.) 
x=«3./8.)*h)*x 
p(2,i)=s+x+r(i) 
go to 1 
else 
endif 

1 continue 

return 
end 
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--------- - -- --- ---

subroutine s3(m3,n,r,p,h2,h,a1,nu,nl,wu,wl,nh) 
real r(O:50000),p(3,O:50000),g(O:50000) 
real lam,sl,h,h2 
wll=wl 
wuu=wu 
h22=h2 
m=m3 
r(O)=p(l,O) 
wll=wll-h 
wuu=wuu-h 

if(wll.lt.O.) then 
wll=O. 
else 
wll=wll 
endif 

if(wuu.lt.O.) then 
wuu=O. 
else 
wuu=wuu 
endif 

h2=(wuu-wll)/m 

sl=we(wll+h)*fi(wll)*exp«-h/2.) 
$ *(lam(wll,p(l,O))+Lam(wl+h,p(l,l)))) 

do 1 k=1,m-1,2 . 
sl=sl+4. *we (wll+~1+k*h2) *fi (wll+k*h2) *exp ( (-h/2.) * 

$ (lam(wll+k*h2,p(1,O))+ lam(wll+k*h2+h,p(1,1)))) 
sl=sl+2.*we(wll+h+(k+1)*h2)*fi(wll+(k+1)*h2)* 

$ exp«-h/2.)*(lam(wll+(k+1)*h2,p(1,O)) 
$ +lam(wll+(k+l)*h2+h,p(1,1)))) 

1 continue 
sl=sl-we(wll+h+m*h2)*fi(wll+m*h2)* 

$ (exp«-h/2.)*(lam(wuu,p(1,O)t+lam(wuu+h,p(1,1))))) 

r(1)=(h2/3.)*sl 

do 2 j=2,nu 
jl=nh*(j/nh) 
wll=wll-h 
wuu=wuu-h 

if(wll.lt.O.) then 
wll=O. 
else 
wll=wll 
endif 
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if(wuu.lt.O.) then 
wuu=O. 
else 
endif 

if (wll.eq. O .. and. (j-jl) .eq.O .and. j.gt.nl) then 
m=m-2 
else 
m=m 
endif 

h2=(wuu-wll)/m 
if(j-(j/2)*2.eq.0) then 
do 3 k=O,m 
sl=O. 
sl=sl+lam(wll+k*h2,p(1,0» 
do 4 l=1,j-1,2 
sl=sl+4.*lam(wll+k*h2+l*h,p(l,l» 
sl=sl+2.*lam(wll+k*h2+(l+1)*h,p(l,l+1» 

4 continue 
sl=sl-lam(wll+k*h2+j*h,p(1,j» 
g(k)=exp«-h/3.)*sl) 

3 continue 
sl=we(wll+j*h)*fi(wll)*g(O) 
do 5 l=1,m-1,2 
sl=s1+4.*we(wll+j*h+l*h2)*fi(wll+l*h2)*g(l) 
s1=s1+2.*we(wll+j*h+(1+1)*h2)*fi(wll+(1+1)*h2)*g(1+1) 

5 continue 
s1=s1-we(wll+j*h+m*h2)*fi(wll+m*h2)*g(m) 

r(j)=(h2/3.)*s1 
else 

do 6 k=O,m 
s1=0. 
s2=0. 
s1=s1+1am(wll+k*h2,p(1,0» 
do 7 l=1,j-4,2 
sl=s1+4.*lam(wll+k*h2+l*h,p(1,l» 
s1=s1+2.*lam(wll+k*h2+(l+1)*h,p(l,l+1» 

7 continue 
s1=(-h/3.)*(s1-lam(wll+k*h2+(j-3)*h,p(1,j-3) » 
s2=s2+lam(wll+k*h2+(j-3)*h,p(1,j-3» 
s2=s2+3.*lam(wll+k*h2+(j-2)*h,p(1,j-2» 
s2=s2+3.*lam(wll+k*h2+(j-1)*h,p(1,j-1» 
s2=«-3./8.)*h)*(s2+lam(wll+k*h2+j*h,p(1,j») 
if(j.eq.3) then 
s1=0. 
else 
endif 
g(k)=exp(s1+s2) 

6 continue 
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sl=we(wll+j*h)*fi(wll)*g(O) 
do 8 1=1,m-l,2 . 
sl=sl+4.*we(wll+j*h+l*h2)*fi(wll+l*h2)*g(1) 
sl=sl+2.*we(wll+j*h+(1+1)*h2)*fi(wll+(1+1)*h2)*g(1+1) 

8 continue 
sl=sl-we(wll+j*h+m*h2)*fi(wll+m*h2)*g(m) 

r(j)=(h2/3.)*sl 
endif 

2 continue 

h2=h22 

return 
end 
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subroutine sn(h,n,bn,p) 
reallam,bn(0:50000),p(3,0:50000) 
bn(0)=1 

bn(1)=exp(-1.*(h/2.)*(lam(0.,p(2,n-1» + lam(h,p(2,n»» 
bn(2)=exp(-1.*(h/3)*(lam(0.,p(2,n-2» + 4.*lam(h,p(2, 

$ n-1» + lam(2.*h,p(2,n»» 
bn(3)=exp(-1.*(3.*h/S.)*(lam(0.,p(2,n-3»+3.*lam(h,p(2, 

$ n-2» + 3.*lam(2.*h,p(2,n-1» + lam(3.*h,p(2,n»» 

do 3 i=4,n 
s=O. 
x=O. 
j=(i/2) 

if( (i-(2*j» .eq. 0) then 

s=lam(0.,p(2,n-i» 
do 2 k=1,i-1,2 
s=s + 4.*lam(k*h,p(2,n-i+k» 
s=s + 2.*lam«k+1)*h,p(2,n-i+k+l» 

2 continue 
s=s - lam(i*h,p(2,n» 
bn(i)=exp(-1.*(h/3)*s) 

else 

s=lam(0.,p(2,n-i» 
do 1 k=1,i-4,2 
s=s + 4.*lam(k*h,p(2,n-i+k» 
s=s + 2.*lam«k+l)*h,p(2,n-i+k+l» 

1 continue 
s=(h/3.)*(s-lam«i-3)*h,p(2,n-3») 
x=lam«i-3)*h,p(2,n-3» 
x=x+3.*lam«i-2)*h,p(2,n-2» 
x=x+3.*lam«i-l)*h,p(2,n-l» 
x=(3.*h/S.)*(x+lam(i*h,p(2,n») 
bn(i)=exp(-1.*(s+x» 

endif 

3 continue 

return 
end 
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